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I) Introduction

This article will discuss both tax and non-tax restrictions governing international charitable giving. It will examine the policy rationales behind these constraints and discern whether the current structures are achieving their stated goals.

Charities are an important source of humanitarian relief and development aid in an increasingly international community. Surprisingly, there is still very little quantitative information available about the size and importance of international giving. Giving by U.S. foundations for international purposes has nearly doubled since 1984. Contributions for international affairs were $1.71 billion in 1992. However, contributions with international implications were even higher. Despite the importance of charitable giving for international purposes, significant limitations are imposed by the U.S. tax system. Restrictions are also imposed with respect to specific countries based

---

1 Joannie Chang (Bryn Mawr, B.A. 1990; New York University School of Law, J.D. 1995) is currently a law clerk for United States District Court Judge Morris E. Lasker in the Southern District of New York. Jennifer L. Goldberg (The University of Michigan, B.A. 1992; New York University School of Law, J.D. 1995) is currently a law clerk for United States Court of Appeals Judge Wilfred Feinberg in the Second Circuit. Naomi J. Schrag (Brown University, A.B. 1988; New York University School of Law, J.D. 1995) is currently a motions law clerk in the Second Circuit. The authors wish to thank Professor Harvey P. Dale, Director, and Professor Jill S. Manny, Executive Director, National Center on Philanthropy and the Law, New York University School of Law, for their comments and guidance.

2 In 1985, the World Fundraising Council was founded to improve the effectiveness of worldwide fundraising. The Johns Hopkins Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project compiles data on international philanthropy.


5 For example, contributions to the World Resource Institute and the Natural Resources Defense Council are classified under Environment/Wildlife. Id. at 102. Similarly, contributions to Arts International are classified under Arts, Culture and Humanities. Id. at 99.
upon foreign policy concerns. However, some recent tax treaties are attempting to liberalize rules in these areas.

This Article begins, in Part II, with a discussion of the income tax deduction for charitable contributions by individuals, followed by a discussion of the deduction for gift and estate tax purposes in Part III. The Article continues, in Part IV, with an examination of the income tax deduction for contributions by corporations. Part V discusses the rules governing charitable giving by exempt organizations, including public charities and private foundations. Part VI is a survey of various tax treaties which provide for mutual recognition of domestic charities and examines the effect that these treaties have on the U.S. tax deduction. Part VII provides a brief look into non-tax restrictions on charitable giving, including the Export Administration Act, the Trading With the Enemy Act, the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, and the U.N. Participation Act. The Article concludes by examining the inconsistencies inherent in the tax provisions and determines that the provisions are driven by form as opposed to substance. It offers a proposal to eliminate the place-of-use and place-of-incorporation restrictions and to establish instead a system which would more rationally ensure that the donee performs a charitable purpose, thus achieving the substantive policy goals behind the allowance of the charitable deduction.

II) Individual Giving

Congress has provided that individuals may receive an income tax deduction for charitable donations. Before examining how the deduction affects charitable contributions made specifically to foreign organizations, it is necessary to understand the basic law and regulations which control the charitable deduction.

A donation for purposes of section 170(c) is a gift made "to or for the use of some entity defined as charitable by section 170(c)(2), in exchange for which the donor receives nothing of value in return." This quid pro quo prohibition is similar to the definition which developed out of case law attempting to distinguish deductible business expenditures from gifts, except that it focuses on the donee's status as an exempt organization as well. The definition requires that a gift be made for the dominant reason of a "detached and disinterested generosity."

Code section 170(c)(2) lists seven categories of organizations that may meet the definition of "charitable." The categories are: religious, charitable, scientific, literary, educational, fostering national or international amateur sports competition, and the prevention of cruelty to children or animals. Organizations within these categories must be

---

6 IRC § 170(c)(2). All references herein are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended ["IRC" or the "Code"].

---


9 The Code contains two separate tests for determining what constitutes a "charitable" organization. One is contained in § 170(c) and is used to determine whether a charitable organization is eligible to receive deductible contributions. The other is found in § 501(c)(3) and is used to determine whether an organization qualifies for tax-exempt status. Section 170 simply requires that the organization be "organized and operated for" one of the seven categories described in that section; it does not define the categories or explain the meaning of the phrase "organized and operated for." Section 501(c)(3) includes testing for public safety among its qualifying charitable purposes, unlike § 170(c). See Rev. Rul. 65-61, 1965-1 C.B. 234 (holding that an organization which tested pleasure boats for public safety does not qualify to receive deductible contributions under § 170(c)).

The regulations enforcing § 170(c)(2) do not provide definitions for any of the purposes listed therein. However, the regulations enforcing § 501(c)(3) define "charitable" as having a purpose which "serves the public interest." Treas. Reg. § 1501(c)(3)-1(d)(2). Such a purpose includes relief of the poor; advancement of religion, education or science, erection of public buildings, lessening government burdens, lessening neighborhood tensions and other purposes listed in Treas. Reg. § 1501(c)(3)-1(c)(2). The Regulations also provide specific tests to determine whether an organization is "organized and operated for" any exempt purpose. Treas. Reg. § 1501(c)(3)-1(a) and (b). Although § 501(c)(3) tests are sometimes used to interpret § 170(c)(2), the two sections contain different standards. See infra note 11. This Article focuses only on the § 170(c) donee.
organized and operated exclusively for a charitable purpose defined in section 170.\textsuperscript{10}

The Code thus provides deductions not only for contributions to organizations we consider "charitable" in an everyday sense, such as soup kitchens, but also for contributions to organizations such as museums and public radio stations. Case law emphasizes this breadth but invokes trust law's doctrine excluding organizations which counter public policy.\textsuperscript{11}

The Code uses percentage limitations\textsuperscript{12} to limit the amount that individuals can deduct for charitable gifts in comparison to their contribution base.\textsuperscript{13} Historically, percentage limitations have increased: from 1918 to 1938, individuals were allowed to deduct an amount up to 15% of their contribution base;\textsuperscript{14} in 1952 this rose to 20%.\textsuperscript{15} Today, the general rule is stated in Code section 170(b)(1)(A). This section limits an individual's deductions for contributions to organizations listed in Code section 170(b)(1)(A) to not more than 50% of the contribution base.\textsuperscript{16}

Section 170(b)(1)(B) allows deductions for any 170(c) contributions to non-170(b)(1)(A) organizations as long as they do not exceed: (1) 30% of the contribution base, or (2) the excess of 50% of the contribution base over the amount allowed under section 170(b)(1)(A).\textsuperscript{17} These organizations include non-public charities such as veterans' organizations, for-profit cemeteries, and domestic fraternal societies.\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{10} I.R.C. § 170(c)(2)(B). Section 170(c) narrows the acceptable charitable purposes listed in § 170(c)(3). In addition, in order to receive deductible contributions, organizations must meet 501(c)(3)'s "organized and operated exclusively" tests to qualify for exempt status. However, the organizational test, as defined in § 501(c)(3), requires that the recipient be "organized and operated exclusively for one of the seven tax-exempt, charitable purposes that section lists. This requirement is met if the organization's articles of organization (e.g., its corporate charter, trust instrument, or articles of association) limit its purpose to one or more exempt purposes. In addition, the articles of organization may not expressly empower the organization to engage in activities that in themselves are not for one or more exempt purposes, unless such activities form an inextricable part of the organization's program. The organization's organizing documents also must provide that upon dissolution, the organization's assets will be distributed for one or more exempt purposes.

The "operational test," as defined in § 501(c)(3), requires that the organization be operated ... exclusively for one or more tax-exempt, charitable purposes in order to qualify for exemption. It can fulfill this requirement only if it engages primarily in activities that accomplish one or more of its exempt purposes. Thus, the organization's resources must be "devoted to purposes that qualify as exclusively charitable within the meaning of § 501(c)(3) of the Code and the applicable regulations." In addition to passing these two tests, exempt organizations also must abide by restrictions against participating in activities that would constitute inurement, insolvency, or attempts to influence legislation or to participate or intervene in any candidate's political campaign. Treas. Reg. § 1.501(c)(3)-1(c)(2)(ii).


For a general description, see JAMES W. COLLITON, CHARITABLE GIFTS § 3 (1989).\textsuperscript{20} Allott notes that the percentage limitation rules are "exceedingly complex and confusing. However, they do not generally cause major problems because few people give gifts large enough to trigger them." Id. at § 301.
Finally, section 170(b)(1)(C) provides special limitations with respect to charitable contributions of capital gain property. There are several policies which could explain the income tax deduction for charitable contributions.21 One often-stated justification is that taxpayers relieve government burdens by supporting charitable organizations, and therefore should not be taxed on their contributions.22 Morality provides another justification for the charitable deduction: encouraging voluntarism and philanthropy helps create a more ethical society.23 Similarly, pluralism provides a rationale for allowing a charitable deduction: allowing private citizens to develop and support their individual interests creates a more heterogenous society.24 Finally, there is a tax theory argument which is premised on the notion that individuals should only be taxed on income they consume. A charitable gift is not actual consumption. Therefore, it should not be taxable. Proponents of this theory also maintain that the effect of the deduction is to deprive the government of revenue, and therefore in essence to provide a government subsidy for the charitable organization.25

In 1992, individuals contributed inter vivos gifts of $101.83 billion to charitable organizations, or 81.9% of all contributions.26 However, it is unclear how much of a role the charitable deduction actually plays in individuals' charitable activities. Many taxpayers contribute to charities but do not itemize their deductions. For them, the charitable deduction provides no benefit and, therefore, no incentive to give. Nonetheless, the charitable deduction does play a role in many taxpayers' decisions, and this Article will focus on the deduction rather than on motives and incentives for charitable activity generally.

A) Statutory Restrictions and International Giving

Most of the above justifications for the charitable deduction can apply to deductions for gifts to foreign organizations as well as domestic ones.27 In fact, the first Revenue Acts, from 1917 to 1935, did not impose any geographic limitation on the charitable deduction, allowing the deduction for contributions to all organizations. The Revenue Act of 192128 initiated deductions for contributions to the United States and its political subdivisions; the Acts of 1924, 1926, 1928, 1932 and 1934 made no changes regarding gifts to foreign donees.

However, the Revenue Act of 193529 imposed a geographic limitation on the corporate charitable deduction, allowing it only for donations to domestic entities, and only if the funds were used domestically.30 Congress extended this limitation to apply to individual taxpayers in the Revenue Act of 1938,31 restricting the charitable gift deduction to "domestic" recipients. Citing the corporate deduction restriction contained in the Revenue Act of 1935, the House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee justified the new geographic restriction by claiming that taxpayers should receive

19 IRC § 170(c)(5).
20 IRC § 170(c)(4).
26 AAFRC REPORT, supra note 4, at 10.
30 See infra text accompanying notes 135-141.
charitable deductions only when their gifts relieve part of the government's burden. Their report stated that:

The exemption from taxation of money or property devoted to charitable and other purposes is based upon the theory that the Government is compensated for the loss of revenue by its relief from financial burden which would otherwise have to be met by appropriations from public funds, and by the benefits resulting from the promotion of the general welfare. The United States derives no such benefit from gifts to foreign institutions, and the proposed limitation is consistent with the above theory. If the recipient, however, is a domestic organization the fact that some portion of its funds is used in other countries for charitable and other purposes (such as missionary and educational purposes) will not affect the deductibility of the gift.32

The Committee thus relied solely on the government burden justification for the charitable gift deduction, but nonetheless acknowledged that "some portion" of the funds could be used abroad.

The Ways and Means Committee's explanation is unsatisfactory for several reasons.33 As we have seen, there are many other possible justifications for the charitable deduction; the government itself has provided deductions for contributions which may not relieve the government's burden. Deductions for gifts to religious institutions provide the most notable example: they do not relieve government burdens,34 although in addition to their spiritual purposes many also fulfill community support roles.

Furthermore, contributions to foreign organizations may assist the United States. The United States' foreign policy has long included aid to foreign countries, from the post-World War II Marshall Plan to humanitarian aid given to Somalia and other countries in need.35 Individual citizens could aid such policy by contributing independently to foreign charitable organizations. Finally, morality, pluralism, and other rationales could be equally valid and applicable to deductions for contributions to foreign charities.

Historical and political realities might explain the Ways and Means Committee's decision. Congress may have been afraid of losing too much revenue, especially during the Depression's economic crisis. In addition, isolationism dominated United States foreign policy in the 1930s; Americans feared another European war and wanted at all costs to be separated from the tensions brewing on that continent.36 Similarly, as communism, fascism, and Nazism gained power abroad, Congress may have feared that these movements would gain footholds in America.37 Congress may therefore have seen the imposition of a geographic limitation on charitable gift deductions as a disincentive to American involvement in such dangerous movements. Congress made a similar argument in 1950, when it passed an amendment to the Code prohibiting deductions for contributions to or for the use of any Communist organization.38 The House Committee on UnAmerican Activities reported that:


34 In fact, the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment requires that religious and government functions be wholly separate, protecting religious institutions from government entanglement, and protecting the nation from an establishment of religion. US. CONST., amend. 1, § 3.

35 See THOMAS J. MCCORMICK, AMERICA'S HALF CENTURY: UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY IN THE COLD WAR 7-12 (1989) (describing the "domestic context for hegemony" and its impact on foreign policy decisions).


37 For example, Louisiana's Huey Long created anxiety about fascism in the American South, Father Coughlin's radio broadcasts seemed to inspire many listeners, and in 1939, 22,000 Americans rallied in Madison Square Garden in support of the German-American Bund. See LEUCHtenBERG, supra note 36, at 275-86 (describing fascism in the United States in the 1930s).

A careful analysis of the strategy and tactics of communism in the United States discloses activities by reason of which the committee has concluded that legislation can and should be directed toward . . . denying of income-tax deductions and exemptions in the case of contributions made to or for the use of any Communist organization.39

Thus, it is also possible that in 1935, as in 1950, Congress decided that foreign policy "strategy and tactics" required prohibiting the charitable deduction for contributions made to foreign organizations.40

Another example illustrating the use of the charitable deductions to further United States foreign policy occurred following World War II when the United States made great efforts to aid European reconstruction. The Trading With The Enemy Act,41 enacted in 1917, prohibited all but humanitarian aid to be donated to foreign enemy organizations.42 Following World War II, however, a proposal was made to amend the Act to allow charitable contributions to be made for the use of German organizations in rebuilding U.S.-occupied Germany.43

The hearings regarding the proposed amendment reveal a desire to aid Germany in reconstruction in order to prevent the economic catastrophe which had followed World War I and helped lay the foundation for World War II. Congress thus saw aiding a foreign country as a worthy goal.44 Accordingly, Congress did not implement the charitable gift deduction solely to reward those who took on domestic "government burdens," but relied on many different justifications.

Even in 1938, however, when Congress passed the original amendment地理上限制个人的慈善捐赠，它失败了，因为它与绝对一致性相矛盾。尽管历史和政治现实的1930年代，国会仍然允许为在国外使用而捐款。1938年的方式和手段委员会解释说：

[If the recipient . . . is a domestic organization, the fact that some portion of its funds is used in other countries for charitable and other purposes (such as missionary and educational purposes) will not affect the deductibility of the gift.45

Thus, although individuals could not give directly to foreign organizations, they were allowed deductions for gifts to American organizations which then used the contributions abroad.

The Code's conflict between direct and indirect contributions permeates this area of tax law today. Code section 170(c)(5) requires the donee organization to meet four requirements in order for the donor to receive a charitable contribution deduction. The first of these is that the donee organization must be created in the U.S.46 Thus, Welti v.


40 On the other hand, note that Congress did lift the place-of-use restriction on corporate donations during World War II.


43 A Bill to Amend the Trading with the Enemy Act, as amended, so as to Permit American Citizens, and Charitable, Religious, and other Non-Profit Organizations to Make Donations for Use in the Repair of War Damage in Any Area of Germany Occupied by or under the Control of the United States. Hearings on S. 2124 Before the Subcomm. of the Senate Com. on the Judiciary, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. (1948). Ultimately, the bill was not passed.

44 The hearings also illustrate the role played by local constituents of German background, who wanted to support Germany after the war ended. One witness, for example, testified that "there are millions of German-American citizens whose kinfolk must live in the rubble[sic] of the cities of ruins . . . . In silent resignation, these citizens have waited for three long years, now passed, since the end of the war, for permission to send money donations, materials and goods and offer their free services in the rehabilitation of their old homeland." Id. (statement of Siegfried Goetze, retired architect, Monrovia, MD).

45 H.R. REP. NO. 1860, 75th Cong., 3d Sess. 17, reprinted in SEIDMAN'S 1953-1939, supra note 15. Compare the restriction on corporate donations to domestic donees which are then used abroad, infra text accompanying notes 135-141.

46 Among other requirements, the statute also requires that the organization have a charitable purpose. I.R.C. § 170(c)(2)(B), see supra text accompanying notes 9-41, and prohibits any benefit to a private shareholder or individual through inurement to insiders,
Commissioner, held that deductions for donations to the First Church of Christ, Scientist, located in Berne, Switzerland, were not allowed, despite the fact that the "Mother Church" of Christ, Scientist was separately incorporated in Boston, Massachusetts. Welti held that the "clear meaning" of the Revenue Act of 1938, section 230(c) prohibited such a donation. Similarly, ErSeluck v. Commissioner, held that an American professor on a Fulbright scholarship in Burma could not deduct donations to Burmese charities because the charities were not created in the U.S.

However, as stated above, contributions may be used outside the United States without affecting the deduction. Treasury regulations allow deductions for contributions "even though all, or some portion, of the funds of the organization may be used in foreign countries for charitable or educational purposes." This legal precept was upheld in Bilingual Montessori School of Paris v. Commissioner. In Bilingual Montessori, the Tax Court held that donations to a school incorporated in the U.S. but operated in France were deductible because: (1) the school was organized and incorporated in the U.S., and (2) the U.S. organization directly received the donations.

B) Earmarking and Conduit Restrictions

It is difficult to reconcile Bilingual Montessori with another set of limitations on deductions for contributions to foreign organizations, namely the earmarking and conduit restrictions. The Internal Revenue Service (the "Service") prohibits individuals from "earmarking" deductible contributions to section 170(c) organizations to the extent that such contributions result in a prohibited de facto gift to a non-U.S. organization. It defines prohibited earmarking as a situation in which a true gift has not been made because the contributor, and not the organization, retains control over how the organization will use the funds. The Service also denies the charitable deduction for contributions to those organizations deemed conduits for foreign organizations. Conduits are defined as qualifying domestic organizations in which funds come to rest momentarily before being passed on to foreign donees selected by donors. Both of these restrictions attempt to implement the section 170(c)(2)(A) requirement that recipients of deductible charitable donations be domestic organizations.

The Service first announced its prohibition on donor earmarking of deductible contributions in Revenue Ruling 62-113. That Ruling concludes that the charitable deduction is only allowed where a gift is intended for the use of an organization, and not where it is intended for the use of an individual. The earmarking test examines whether the organization has full control of funds and discretion as to their use so as to ensure that the funds will be used to carry out the organization's functions and purposes. In Revenue Ruling 62-113, an adoption

---

52 Rev. Rul. 63-252, 1963-2 C.B. 101. See also notes 186-195 infra and accompanying text, discussing control and discretion requirements of 11C § 501(c)(3) organizations. Note that an organization can solicit for projects that it has approved in advance and individuals can claim tax deductions for amounts paid directly for those projects.

53 id.

54 id.


56 id. See also SE. Thomason v. Commissioner, 2 T.C. 441, 443 (1944), holding that a donation to an orphanage for a particular child's care was not deductible because "clarity begins where certainty in beneficiaries ends, for it is the uncertainty of the objects and not the mode of relieving them which forms the essential element of charity" (citations omitted).

57 See, e.g., Gen. Couns. Mem. 33,619 (Sept. 14, 1967) (holding that donations to a scholarship fund were not deductible because the donations were made to a particular
agency received gifts from a soon-to-be adoptive parent of one of its wards. The Service held that these gifts were earmarked for use toward the particular child's well-being, rather than toward the institution as a whole. Because the institution lacked the requisite discretion and control over the donated funds, the gifts did not qualify for the charitable contribution deduction under Code section 170(c).

Revenue Ruling 63-252\textsuperscript{58} and Revenue Ruling 66-79\textsuperscript{59} apply the same test to donations to U.S. exempt organizations, earmarked by the donor for particular foreign charities. Revenue Ruling 63-252 concludes that donations earmarked for a specific recipient must be carefully examined, not only to determine whether the immediate domestic recipient is a qualifying organization, but also to determine whether the domestic recipient has control over the contribution.\textsuperscript{60} So long as the domestic organization, and not the foreign organization, is the "real beneficiary" of the contribution, the contribution is deductible.\textsuperscript{61}

Revenue Ruling 66-79\textsuperscript{62} describes a domestic exempt organization which qualified for deductible contributions under Code section 170(c)(2), and whose "name suggest[ed] a purpose to assist a named foreign organization."\textsuperscript{63} The organization solicited contributions to provide grants to the named foreign organization. The ruling holds that contributions to the organization were deductible because the organization exercised "control and discretion as to the use of the contributions received by it."\textsuperscript{64} The ruling explains that in a qualifying donation, contributions to the domestic organization are not earmarked in any manner for a foreign organization and the use of such contributions is subject to control by the domestic organization. For these reasons, the domestic organization is considered to be the recipient of the contributions within the meaning of section 170(c)(2) of the Code.\textsuperscript{65}

Consequently, donor earmarking appears impermissible only if the donor controls the donee's application of the funds. However, if the organization itself decides where the money ultimately will be used, the contribution is deductible, even in a situation where, as here, a contributor understands from the name of the organization that the funds will likely be used abroad for the benefit of a particular overseas organization.\textsuperscript{66}

Similarly, the Service generally takes the position that contributions are not deductible if they are made to an organization which immediately channels the funds to a foreign organization without exercising any discretion.\textsuperscript{67} This would circumvent the intent of the Code's geographic restriction. Revenue Ruling 63-262 states that the requirements of section 170(c)(2)(A) would be nullified if contributions inevitably committed to go to a foreign organization were held to be deductible solely because, in the

---

\textsuperscript{58} See supra note 52.

\textsuperscript{59} 1966-1 C.B. 48.

\textsuperscript{60} See supra note 52.

\textsuperscript{61} Id.

\textsuperscript{62} See supra note 59.

\textsuperscript{63} Id.

\textsuperscript{64} Id.

\textsuperscript{65} Id.

\textsuperscript{66} The organization described in the ruling was a "friends of" organization, discussed more fully infra notes 76-91, and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{67} But see infra text accompanying notes 76-91.
course of transmittal to the foreign organization, they came to rest momentarily in a domestic organization.\textsuperscript{68}

In such a case, the Service considers the domestic intermediate organization to be "a mere conduit"\textsuperscript{69} and not the real donee. By prohibiting the charitable contribution deduction for contributions to "mere conduits" which will transfer the money to foreign donees, the Service thus prohibits the individual from indirectly accomplishing what the Code directly forbids: claiming a deduction for a charitable contribution to a foreign organization.\textsuperscript{70}

In Revenue Ruling 66-79,\textsuperscript{71} the Service articulates a test for determining whether a domestic organization is a conduit for a foreign organization. The test involves assessing the domestic organization's control and discretion as to use of contributions. In terms of individual deductions, "control and discretion" means that an individual may not exercise so much control over the organization that he or she effectively determines the domestic organization's use of the funds.

Peace v. Commissioner\textsuperscript{72} illustrates how an organization's control and discretion over its funds could enable a taxpayer to claim a charitable deduction even when the taxpayer had targeted the contribution for a particular use. In Peace, the court held that donations designated for specific missionaries in an African mission were deductible because they went into a general fund over which the mission had complete control.\textsuperscript{73} The organization thus was not a "mere conduit," nor was it required to comply with the individual's attempt to earmark. The Service therefore permitted the taxpayer to take a deduction.

Revenue Ruling 75-65\textsuperscript{74} provides another example of a deductible contribution to an organization which uses the funds abroad. This ruling discusses a domestic organization with tax-exempt status under section 501(c)(3), organized to protect wildlife in a foreign country. The organization was found to maintain control and discretion over its funds by making field investigations and requiring a written agreement prior to funding projects. Contributions thus qualified for deduction.\textsuperscript{75}

These rulings and cases attempt to enforce the Code enacted by Congress. They reveal that the statute's own inconsistencies have spawned seemingly inconsistent policies and formalistic tests. "Friends of" organizations, such as the organization described in Revenue Ruling 66-79,\textsuperscript{76} provide one example of such a policy. A "friends of" organization is a charitable organization set up in the United States specifically in order to assist another, typically foreign, charitable organization. "Friends of" organizations seem, without close analysis, to contradict Congress's original goal of rewarding only those donors who contribute to domestic charitable organizations. However, the donor is
done; Archibald v. McMillan, 31 T.C. 1143 (1959) (taxpayer not allowed to take a deduction for contribution to an adoption agency prior to adopting a child, because his intent was not to benefit the agency, but rather to benefit himself and his soon-to-be adopted child). See also Mozelle C. Kluss, 46 T.C. 572 (1966), involving a reverse conduit, where a non-charitable organization used an individual's contribution to send literature to IRC § 170(c) organizations. Because the court found that the donor intended to benefit the organization to which he gave, rather than the ultimate charitable recipients, he was not allowed the deduction.

\textsuperscript{74} 1975-1 C.B. 79.

\textsuperscript{75} However, donations to organizations jointly organized by the U.S. and a foreign country ("binational" organizations) are not deductible under § 170(c)(1) because they are not considered gifts "to or for the United States." Rev. Rul. 76-195, 1976-1 C.B. 61; Gen. Couns. Mem. 35,485 (Sept. 20, 1973). Gifts to international organizations established by treaty or executive agreement also are not deductible, for the same reason. Finally, 22 U.S.C. § 890(e) allows individuals a deduction for donations to the State Department earmarked for these types of international organizations if the State Department determines that such a donation is for its own benefit.

\textsuperscript{76} See supra note 59.
in fact, giving to a domestic organization that exercises discretion and control over the donated funds. Although this result may appear to be inconsistent with Congress' original goal, this scheme may provide a rational method for dealing with the statute's shortcomings.

Revenue Rulings 63-252\(^77\) and 66-79\(^78\) approve section 170 deductions for contributions to "friends of" organizations which assist foreign organizations, even though the structure of the "friends of" organization seems to violate the earmarking and conduit restrictions. Although it would appear that a taxpayer who decides to donate money to the Friends of Hebrew University, for instance, is in fact earmarking his or her money to benefit a foreign organization, such a donation is deductible, provided that the domestic organization is otherwise properly organized and operated to qualify under section 170(c).\(^79\)

The Service attempts to overcome this apparent contradiction by using control and discretion analysis. Revenue Rulings 63-252 and 66-79 find that "friends of" organizations exert sufficient control and discretion over the use of their funds such that donations to such organizations qualify for the charitable deduction.\(^80\) Recent decisions have continued to maintain that "control and discretion" qualifies domestic organizations which aid foreign organizations. Examples of such organizations include an amateur basketball association promoting basketball in a foreign country,\(^81\) a domestic organization which gives money to needy students in a foreign country for music lessons,\(^82\) and a domestic organization which gives money to some of a foreign country's needy families randomly selected from a list of 5,000 families provided by a foreign non-governmental organization.\(^83\) These exempt organizations were all found to meet control and discretion requirements, thus allowing taxpayers to deduct contributions to the organizations.

C) Conclusion

It may seem contradictory on the part of the Service to enforce a restriction on individual gifts made directly to foreign organized charities, but to allow "friends of" organizations to facilitate such gifts, particularly since achieving "friends of" status is relatively simple. However, faced with a contradictory statute provided by Congress, the Service was forced to develop a means to enforce it, and the tests the Service developed do serve some purpose. Requiring that the charity or foundation be organized in the United States does provide some assurance that the foreign charitable recipient in fact operates exclusively for charitable purposes. To qualify for exemption under section 170(c)(2), an organization must apply for recognition of its exempt status.\(^84\) The organization must meet certain requirements: its purpose must be one of the exempt purposes described in section 501(c)(3),\(^85\) it must have appropriate governing instruments describing its exempt purpose;\(^86\) it may not be empowered to engage

\(^77\) See supra note 52.

\(^78\) See supra note 59.

\(^79\) See supra note 59.

\(^80\) See supra, notes 52, 59. The requirements "control and discretion" place on an organization are described infra notes 186-195 and accompanying text.

\(^81\) Priv. Ltr. Rul. 9129040 (Apr. 23, 1991). Although the Code specifies in § 6110(c)(3) that "unless the Secretary otherwise establishes by regulations, a written determination may not be used or cited as precedent," it is clear that private letter rulings are often useful indications of the Service's position on a particular issue. For additional discussion regarding the precedential value of private letter rulings, see Gerald G. Portney, Letter Rulings: An Endangered Species, 36 TAX LAW. 751 (1983); James P. Holden & Michael S. Novely, Legitimate Uses of Private Letter Rulings Issued to Other Taxpayers - A Reply to Gerald Portney, 36 TAX LAW. 751 (1983).


\(^84\) I.R.C. § 508(a). Section 508(c) and Treas. Reg. § 1508-1(a)(3)(ii)(b) exempt certain organizations from these requirements, including religious organizations and organizations which are not private foundations and whose gross profits are not more than $5,000. All other organizations seeking exempt status must file Form 1023.

\(^85\) I.R.C. § 501(c)(3); Treas. Reg. § 1501(c)(3)-1(a).

\(^86\) Treas. Reg. § 1501(c)(3)-1(b)(1)(a).
substantially in any non-exempt purpose, it must submit a detailed statement of its proposed activities and its assets may not be distributed to shareholders or members. These restrictions give the Service some basic information and reassurance that the ultimate foreign recipient is in fact pursuing a legitimate exempt purpose.

In addition, Revenue Ruling 63-252 requires that the U.S. "friends of" donee not be bound to transfer the funds to a foreign entity by virtue of a charter or by-law provision, that gifts made by the U.S. donee to the foreign entity be within the charitable mission and purpose of the U.S. entity, and that the U.S. donee exercise some scrutiny over the foreign donee, to ensure that it, in turn, is an eligible charity within the meaning of Code section 501(c)(3). Finally, the conduit restriction helps assure that a charitable organization is in fact the donee of contributions and not an agent for a foreign organization. It also helps to assure that the ultimate beneficiary of donated funds will use those funds for charitable purposes.

Thus, the Service has devised a mechanism to enforce the statute Congress provided. The "earmarking" and "conduit" tests do help resolve the tensions inherent in the Code between the prohibition against direct gifts to foreign organizations, and the allowance that U.S. organizations use charitable donations abroad.

III) Transfer Taxes: Gift and Estate Tax Charitable Deductions

In addition to claiming an income tax deduction for charitable contributions, an individual or an estate also may claim a charitable deduction under the gift and estate taxes. In these sections of the Code, there is no geographic restriction on deductions for charitable contributions.

The Code does not provide a specific definition of "gift" in the provisions which delineate the gift tax, although several sections describe certain types of gifts. However, it does describe a gift's valuation:

Where property is transferred for less than an adequate and full consideration in money or money's worth, then the amount by which the value of the property exceeded the value of the consideration shall be deemed a gift.

Charitable contributions fall under this category. Thus, Code section 2522(a)(2) allows United States citizens or residents a deduction from the gift tax for the amount of all gifts made to or for the use of certain organizations described as charitable.

The gift tax deduction is not limited to gifts used within the United States, or to gifts to or for the use of domestic organizations.

---

92 IRC § 2055(a)(2).
94 IRC § 2512(b). In addition, IRC § 2503(b) excludes the first $10,000 of gifts from taxation. The Supreme Court has read this language as part of the statutory definition of the term "gift." Commissioner v. Weinmoss, 324 U.S. 303, 306 (1945). See also STEPHENS, supra note 94, at *10023.
95 These organizations include: 1) the United States, its political subdivisions, and the District of Columbia; 2) corporations, trusts, community chests, funds or foundations organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, including the encouragement of art, the fostering of national or international amateur sports competition, and the prevention of cruelty to children or animals; 3) a fraternal society, order, or association, operating under the lodge system, provided that the gifts use is restricted to religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes; 4) posts or organizations of war veterans or auxiliary units or societies of any such posts or organizations, organized in the United States or its possessions; IRC § 2522(a)(2)(A).
96 Treas. Reg. § 2522.12(a)(3) does not limit the deduction to gifts to domestic corporations, trusts, community chests, funds or foundations, or fraternal organizations.
Thus, the issue of deductibility for contributions to foreign organizations disappears.\textsuperscript{97} As far as the gift tax is concerned, taxpayers can donate money to whomever they wish, as long as the organization meets the qualifications of a charitable organization under Code section 2522. This illustrates yet another inconsistency within the Code. The expansive gift tax charitable deduction contradicts the "government burden" policy stated in the 1938 legislative history.\textsuperscript{98} It is difficult to discern a rational theory for allowing the deduction under the gift tax but prohibiting it under the income tax.

Similarly, the estate tax provides a deduction for bequests to charitable organizations. Code section 2055(a)(2) specifies that the deduction applies to a contribution "to or for the use of any corporation organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes, including the encouragement of art, or to foster national or international amateur sports competition..." Code section 2055(a)(3) lists these same purposes as acceptable for donees that are trustees and fraternal organizations. Like the gift tax Code provisions, the estate tax sections also fail to mention organizations which engage in testing for public safety. The estate tax regulations also prohibit deductions for bequests to organizations engaged in prohibited transactions.\textsuperscript{99} Finally, section 2055 of the estate tax, like section 2522(a) of the gift tax, does not limit such transfers to domestic organizations.\textsuperscript{100} For this reason, many of the issues discussed above regarding the income tax charitable deduction disappear in the context of the estate tax charitable deduction as well.\textsuperscript{101}

It is much easier for individuals to contribute to foreign charities under estate tax and gift tax regimes than under the income tax regulations.\textsuperscript{102} The "government burden" rationale for limiting deductions for contributions to foreign charities disintegrates under the gift and estate taxes. However, no other theory is substituted to explain why the geographic limitation which the income tax imposes falls away here. The estate tax provision may provide an incentive for individuals to defer their charitable gifts to foreign organizations until after death. It is not clear why such an incentive should exist, or how effective it is. Furthermore, the inconsistencies between and within these sections are confusing and cumbersome. The estate and gift tax

\textsuperscript{97} The only issue involving contributions to foreign organizations which the Code explicitly addresses is whether the foreign donee receives substantial support from foreign sources and has engaged in a "prohibited transaction," as per § 4948(c)(4). Treas. Reg. § 25.2522-3(c). Deductions for donations to such organizations, like those to domestic organizations which engaged in prohibited transactions, are prohibited, provided that the gift is made: (1) after the Commissioner publishes notice of and notifies the organization that it engaged in a prohibited transaction, or (2) in a year for which the organization is not exempt under § 501(a) because it has engaged in a prohibited transaction.

A "prohibited transaction" is defined in § 4948(c)(2) as "any act or failure to act which would subject a foreign organization... to liability for a penalty under section 6684 or a tax under section 507 if such foreign organization were a domestic organization." I.R.C. § 4948(c)(2).

\textsuperscript{98} See supra text accompanying note 32.

\textsuperscript{99} Treas. Reg. § 20.2055-5(c); see supra note 98.

\textsuperscript{100} Treas. Reg. § 20.2055-1(a)(4). Treas. Reg. § 20.2055-1(a)(4) also states that the estate tax deduction is not subject to percentage limitations like those imposed by the income tax.

\textsuperscript{101} The most significant controversy which emerged over deductions for donations to foreign organizations developed from § 2055(a)(1), which permits a charitable deduction for bequests to political subdivisions. At first, this section was construed to apply only to United States government subdivisions, and not to those of foreign countries. See Edwards, Lloyd, Ext. (Hansen) v. Phillips, 373 F.2d 616 (10th Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 834 (1967). However, this position was later overruled to permit deductions for bequests to foreign political subdivisions, provided that the bequest specified a charitable use. See Kaplan v. United States, 436 F.2d 799 (2d Cir. 1970); Old Colony Trust Co. v. United States, 438 F.2d 684 (1st Cir. 1971). The Service officially accepted these decisions in Revenue Ruling 74-523, 1974-2 C.B. 304. See also Gen. Couns. Mem. 35,777 (Apr. 10, 1974). For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see 1992 HOCPE, supra note 51, at 231.

\textsuperscript{102} There are many inconsistencies between and within the gift tax and estate tax provisions. For example, under the gift tax provisions, contributions to a trustee of an organization that encourages art are deductible. I.R.C. § 2522(a)(2). However, under the estate tax provisions, such a contribution is not deductible. See I.R.C. §2055(a)(3). In this regard, the estate tax is internally inconsistent. I.R.C. § 2055(a)(2) allows deductions for contributions to corporations organized for the encouragement of art or to foster amateur sports competition. However, § 2055(a)(3) does not include the encouragement of art or the fostering of amateur sports as qualified purposes for trusts, fraternal societies, orders or associations operating under the lodge system. These inconsistencies may simply be the result of faulty drafting. Nonetheless, they create much confusion. See generally Dale, supra note 33.
sections thus highlight the Code's contradictory handling of deductions for individual charitable donations to foreign organizations.

IV) Corporate Charitable Giving

In addition to the deduction provided for individuals, section 170 provides a deduction for charitable contributions by corporations. However, the history behind the two provisions differs. Certain limitations, including stricter percentage limitations, exist with respect to corporate international giving, but do not affect giving by individuals.

Congress first provided a federal income tax deduction for corporate donations to charities in 1935, eighteen years after a deduction was granted to individuals. However, corporate philanthropy existed well before that time. In the late 1800s, the railroads worked with the Young Men's Christian Associations to provide housing for workers. By 1911, 113 buildings had been erected at a cost of $1.8 million, with the railroads providing more than half of the funds. In response to World War I, 148 corporations declared a special "Red Cross dividend" requesting shareholder authorization to contribute the dividend to the Red Cross. Almost $18 million was contributed in this manner. During the 1920s, corporate annual contributions to community chests reached $12 million. Corporate philanthropy at this time was not restricted to domestic needs. For example, corporations contributed significantly to Red Cross Disaster Appeals in response to a Japanese earthquake in 1923 and a hurricane in the West Indies in 1928.

The income tax deduction enacted in 1935 did not have an immediate effect on the amount of corporate donations because corporate taxes were relatively low. Corporate charitable contributions averaged about $30 million a year during the late 1930s. However, with the imposition of the excess profits tax during World War II, contributions reached $266 million in 1945. After the war, contributions stabilized at over $200 million a year and rose to $300 million by 1951. By 1992, corporate giving reached $6 billion, or 4.8% of total charitable giving.

One explanation offered for corporate charitable giving is based on the theory that corporations bear inherent responsibilities to society because of the protection they receive from the state and because of their dependence on the community. These social responsibilities often are described as part of a social contract which encompasses the generally accepted relationships, obligations and duties between major institutions and individuals. Fulfilling these social responsibilities also may be an attempt to legitimize corporate power and convince the

---

108 Id. at 225, 227.
109 F. Emerson Andrews, Corporation Giving 39 (1952) ("Corporation Giving?")
110 F. Emerson Andrews, Foundation Watcher 115 (1973) ("Foundation Watcher?")
111 Id.
112 Corporation Giving, supra note 110, at 15.
113 AAPRC Report, supra note 4, at 10.
114 See A.P. Smith Mfg. Co. v. Barlow, 13 NJ. 145, 154, appeal dismissed, 546 U.S. 861 (1953) (corporations must acknowledge and discharge social as well as private responsibilities as members of community in which they operate); E. Merrick Dodd, Jr., For Whom are Corporate Managers Trustees?, 45 Harv. L. Rev. 1145, 1149 (1932) (public view of corporations as having social service as well as profit-making functions); id. at 1149 (business is encouraged by law because it serves community); Karl, supra note 105 (corporations have inherent responsibilities that stem from dependence on "moral fundamentals of human settlement").
public that such power is being used in an appropriate manner. A profit maximization theory suggests it is in a corporation's self-interest to provide services which benefit its employees and the community in which it operates. Corporate donations also may be seen as the purchase of business goodwill. Yet another explanation for corporate giving is that it gives corporations the ability to influence public policy without having to resort to the political process.

Before the federal income tax deduction was granted in 1935, the debate over charitable contributions centered around two issues: (1) the types of benefits corporate officers could offer without their actions becoming ultra vires, and (2) the types of contributions that could be deducted under the ordinary and necessary business deduction contained in section 234(a) of the 1921 Revenue Act. The regulations under this section recognized the right to deduct payments made by a corporation for purposes connected with the operation of its business . . . when limited to charitable institutions, hospitals or educational institutions conducted for the benefit of its employees, and payments 'which legitimately represent[ed] a consideration for a benefit flowing directly to the corporation as an incident of its business.' The regulation was retained without substantial change under the 1924, 1926, and 1928 Acts. Thus, corporate donations had to satisfy stringent requirements under both state corporate law and federal tax law.

In 1918, Congress explicitly refused to extend the charitable contribution deduction from individuals to corporations. The proposed deduction used precisely the same language that had been adopted the previous year providing a deduction for individuals. At the time, Congress appeared to have assumed that these corporate contributions would be used abroad to help support American servicemen in Europe. Those opposed to the deduction prevailed in their arguments that the money was not the corporate directors' to give; that such actions were ultra vires; that it was unnecessary to reward people every time they made a charitable contribution; and that it was more appropriate for companies to issue dividends to their shareholders.

---


117 See A.P. Smith, 13 N.J. at 1147 (company president testified that contributions to liberal arts institution furthered self-interest of company in ensuring properly trained personnel for corporate employment); Karl, supra note 105, at 21; cf. Roger E. Miners & David N. Laband, Patterns of Corporate Philanthropy: Public Affairs Giving and the Forbes 250, at 9 (1988) ("[t]he first obligation of any company is to make a profit. Only a profitable company can employ the people of a community, thereby spreading economic and social benefits each and every payday to individuals who have earned them and giving the people the ability both to meet their own needs and to extend the gift of true charity to others.")

118 See Dodd, supra note 115, at 1159; Nancy J. Krauer, The Paradox of Corporate Giving Tax Expenditures, the Nature of the Corporation, and the Social Construction of Charity, 11 THE EXEMPT ORG. TAX REV. 1225 (June 1995) (arguing that socially responsible behavior has become profitable and analyzing the tax deduction as an indirect subsidy for the purchase of advertising services).

119 See Karl, supra note 105, at 22. See also Foundation Watcher, supra note 111, at 269 (charitable contributions are beneficial because decisions on use are made not by public but by the responsible and diverse judgment of trustees of receiving institutions). Cf. Dodd, supra note 115, at 1162 (expecting corporate managers to conduct an institution for the benefit of classes whose interests are largely conflicting may impose an impossible task and grant dangerous powers).

120 For an annotated list of cases detailing the validity, under state corporate law, of various donations, see Corporation Giving, supra note 110, at 317-27.

121 The business expense deduction is now codified at § 162.

122 Article 562 of Treas. Reg. 62, interpreting the 1921 Revenue Act, disallowed deductions for charitable contributions.

123 Art. 562 of Treas. Reg. 65; Art. 262 of Treas. Reg. 74.

124 For an annotated list of cases detailing the deductibility of various donations under the business expense provision, see Corporation Giving, supra note 110, at 317-27.

125 56 Cong. Rec. 10,426 (1918). See also Karl, supra note 105, at 28 (describing how, although state legislatures moved by the war effort permitted corporate giving, Congress was not inclined to grant an income tax deduction).

126 56 Cong. Rec. 10,426 (1918).

127 Id.
who could then contribute the money to the charities of their choice and take the available income tax deduction.\textsuperscript{128}

This debate was renewed in 1921, when the House adopted an amendment allowing corporations a deduction for corporate gifts to all charitable organizations, regardless of whether they were domestic or foreign, but limiting the deductibility of gifts made by foreign-organized corporations to gifts made to domestic corporations or to community chests, funds, or foundations created in the U.S.\textsuperscript{129} The Senate refused to adopt the proposal.\textsuperscript{130}

In 1934, the Supreme Court decided \textit{Old Mission Portland Cement Co. v. Helvering}\textsuperscript{131} holding that a business deduction for a company's gift to the San Francisco Community Chest could not be allowed. The gift was apportioned among the city's charities, and was made in the belief that it would increase goodwill toward the company as well as increase business. The Supreme Court determined that the gift did not constitute a direct benefit to Old Mission's employees or business as contemplated by Treasury Regulation 62. In response to this decision, a number of community chests began a lobbying campaign which culminated in the creation of section 23(r) of the Code, providing a deduction for corporate charitable contributions.\textsuperscript{132} The deduction was adopted over the public opposition of President Roosevelt and many Democratic members of Congress.\textsuperscript{133}

The Congressional response to \textit{Old Mission} created problems of its own. Instead of expanding the concept of direct benefit and allowing a charitable contribution as a business expense deduction, Congress created a completely new deduction for corporations.\textsuperscript{134}

\textbf{A) Restrictions on International Giving}

The 1935 legislation provided for a corporate deduction "in ... the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest, fund, or foundation, only if attempting to influence legislation; (2) to an amount which does not exceed 5 per centum of the taxpayers net income as computed without the benefit of this subsection; (3) such contributions or gifts shall be allowable as deductions only if verified under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary."


\textit{We deem it a mistake not to have provided an exemption from the corporation income tax on gifts made by corporations to community chests and other charities. It is the announced policy of the administration to throw the burden of caring for unemployables back on the States and local communities ... If corporations are public spirited enough to make contributions to charities, we believe their contributions should be exempt from taxation exactly as is done in the case of individuals.}

However, the statute did not treat corporations exactly as it did individuals. The individual deduction did not require that donations be made to domestic organizations, nor did it include a place-of-use restriction. Beginning in 1938, the individual deduction was restricted to donations to domestic organizations. However, donations by individuals have never been subject to the place-of-use restriction. See \textit{supra} note 111.

\textsuperscript{128} 56 Cong. Rec. 10,429 (1918).
\textsuperscript{129} 61 Cong. Rec. 5,295 (1921).
\textsuperscript{130} J.S. SEIDMAN, SEIDMAN'S LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF FEDERAL INCOME TAX LAWS 1938-1861, at 288 (1938) ["SEIDMAN'S 1938-1861"].
\textsuperscript{131} 293 U.S. 289 (1934).
\textsuperscript{132} Section 23 of the Revenue Act of 1934 was amended as follows:

\textit{(r) Charitable and Other Contributions by Corporations: In the case of a corporation, contributions or gifts made within the taxable year to or for the use of a domestic corporation, or domestic trust, or domestic community chest, fund, or foundation, organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes or the prevention of cruelty to children (but in the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest, fund, or foundation, only if such contributions or gifts are to be used within the United States exclusively for such purposes), no part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual, and no substantial part of the activities of which is carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation; (2) to an amount which does not exceed 5 per centum of the taxpayers net income as computed without the benefit of this subsection; (3) such contributions or gifts shall be allowable as deductions only if verified under rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary."


\textit{We deem it a mistake not to have provided an exemption from the corporation income tax on gifts made by corporations to community chests and other charities. It is the announced policy of the administration to throw the burden of caring for unemployables back on the States and local communities ... If corporations are public spirited enough to make contributions to charities, we believe their contributions should be exempt from taxation exactly as is done in the case of individuals.}

However, the statute did not treat corporations exactly as it did individuals. The individual deduction did not require that donations be made to domestic organizations, nor did it include a place-of-use restriction. Beginning in 1938, the individual deduction was restricted to donations to domestic organizations. However, donations by individuals have never been subject to the place-of-use restriction. See \textit{supra} note 111.

\textsuperscript{133} 79 Cong. Rec. 12,423 (1935).
\textsuperscript{134} For further discussion of the differences between a charitable contribution and a business expense deduction, see infra text accompanying notes 143-146. Issues still arise over the distinction because the limitations which apply to corporate charitable donations do not apply to ordinary and necessary business expenses. For an argument that the charitable deduction should be eliminated and the business expense concept expanded to recognize that most donations are seen as a way to maximize profits, see Kraner, \textit{supra} note 119.
such contributions or gifts are to be used within the United States.\(^{135}\) The place-of-use restriction still exists in the flush language of section 170(c)(2).\(^{136}\) The restriction refers only to gifts by a corporation to a trust, chest, fund, or foundation, while the deduction itself is allowed for gifts to a domestic corporation, trust, chest, fund, or foundation. Early in the history of the deduction, the Service confirmed that gifts by a corporation to a domestic corporate donee could be used outside the United States without jeopardizing the U.S. income tax deduction.\(^{137}\) It is unclear whether the distinction made by the Code between incorporated and unincorporated donees was the result of faulty drafting or an intentional compromise made by Congress.\(^{138}\) The later legislative history discussing the disparate treatment between incorporated and unincorporated donees demonstrates only that Congress misunderstood the issue. In 1942, responding to the needs of World War II, the Senate offered to delete the place-of-use restriction. It seems the Senate thought that the restriction applied to all donees and did not except corporate donees. The Senate report states:

Under the existing law, a corporation is entitled to a deduction for charitable contributions only if such contributions are gifts to be used within the United States or any of its possessions by corporations, trusts, community trust funds, or foundations.\(^{139}\) It is believed in view of the present situation that it is unwise to limit this deduction to contributions or gifts used within the United States or any of its possessions. Accordingly, the bill provides that the deduction shall be allowed to corporations created or organized for the purposes described even though such gifts or contributions are used outside of the United States or its possessions.\(^{139}\)

In any case, the House bill did not contain a similar provision and a compromise was reached allowing contributions to be used abroad only for the remainder of the war.

The compromise language implied that corporate donees had always been able to use their funds abroad. The final language read as follows:

But in the case of contributions or gifts to a trust, chest, fund, or foundation, payment of which is made within a taxable year beginning after the date of cessation of hostilities in the present war... only if such contributions or gifts are to be used within the United States or any of its possessions.\(^{140}\)

Significantly, the list of donees enumerated at the time did not include corporate donees, presumably recognizing that deductions to such donees were allowed regardless of where they were used and that therefore an expansion due to the exigencies of the war was unnecessary.

The issue resurfaced in 1948, this time with the House attempting to eliminate the place-of-use restriction on corporate donations to unincorporated donees, but the bill was not acted upon by the Senate, and this limitation remains.\(^{141}\) Throughout all of these


\(^{136}\) "A contribution or gift by a corporation to a trust, chest, fund, or foundation shall be deductible by reason of this paragraph only if it is to be used within the United States or any of its possessions...." IRC § 170(c)(2).


\(^{138}\) The place-of-use restriction on domestic donees is a significant limitation on international philanthropy because corporations cannot receive a U.S. income tax deduction for direct donations to foreign charities. The definition of a charitable contribution is limited to a gift to or for the use of a U.S. or state governmental entity or a corporation, trust, chest, fund, or foundation created or organized under the law of the U.S. or any state. IRC § 170(c). However, bilateral treaties with Mexico, Canada and Israel allow a U.S. income tax deduction for direct contributions to charities organized in those countries. See infra Part VI.

Foreign subsidiaries of U.S. multinationals may wish to make contributions to organizations created in the country in which they are operating. The subsidiary may make the contribution directly to the organization and utilize whatever tax advantages are available in the particular country. In this case, U.S. tax laws are irrelevant. For a more extensive guide to making such donations, see John A. Eifert, Beyond Our Borders: A Guide to Making Grants Outside the U.S. 13 (1994).


\(^{141}\) See IRC § 170(c).
debates, Congress never provided an explanation for the different treatment of domestic corporations as opposed to trusts, funds and community chests.

The place-of-use restriction and the percentage limitation that apply to corporate donations do not apply to ordinary and necessary business expenses which are deductible under section 162. For this reason, the appropriate characterization of a payment as either a charitable contribution or a business expense has important consequences for the corporate donor. The distinction has generated a significant amount of litigation. In general, a corporation may deduct all of the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred in carrying out its business. However, no business expense deduction is allowed for "any contribution or gift which would be allowable as a deduction under section 170 were it not for the percentage limitations, the dollar limitations, or the requirements as to the time of payment.

Generally, if there is a reasonable expectation of an economic benefit commensurate with the amount paid, then the payment is deductible under section 162(a). If there is no expectation of such a benefit, the deductibility of the payment is determined according to section 170. In other words, if there is a sufficient quid pro quo, the donation should be treated as a business expense. However, a quid pro quo sufficient to qualify a payment as a business expense need not involve a legally binding obligation on either the corporation or the donee and may involve only a voluntary payment made with the expectation or hope of increased business.

144 IRC § 162(b) (1993).


146 For examples illustrating the distinction between a charitable contribution under § 170 and a business expense under § 162, see Singer Co. v. United States, 449 F.2d 413 (Ct. Cl. 1971) (holding that while discounts to schools on sale of sewing machines were not charitable contributions because benefit derived by donor was substantial enough to constitute quid pro quo, discounts to other charities were deductible because benefits derived were merely incidental to the transfer), Sarat Marquis, 49 T.C. 695, acq. 1971-2 C.B. 3 (binding obligation on part of recipient not necessary for contribution to come under § 162); Van Iderstine Co. v. Commissioner, 261 F.2d 211 (2d Cir. 1958) (payment made with the expectation or hope that it would promote business is a deductible business expense); Rev. Rul. 69-90, 1969-1 C.B. 63 (voluntary payments used by city to provide public parking deductible under § 170 where parking for public, not contributors, and contribution not based on proximity or probable use); Gen. Couns. Mem. 34,880 (May 26, 1972) (proceeds of "charity night" received by race track and distributed to charitable organization are deductible under § 170 and not § 162); Gen. Couns. Mem. 34,510 (June 7, 1971) (voluntary payment made with reasonable expectation of financial return commensurate with amount of payment is not a contribution under § 170, regardless of whether the recipient qualifies under § 170(c)); Gen. Couns. Mem. 33,910 (Aug. 16, 1968) (legally binding quid pro quo not always required for a payment not to be a contribution under § 170); Priv. Lit. Rul. 733031720A (Mar. 7, 1975) (payment by public utility to municipalities within its service area viewed as made to protect and promote business and therefore a business expense); cf. The Citizens & Southern Bank of South Carolina, 243 F. Supp. 909 (W.D.N.Y. 1965) ("The provisions of the Code allowing charitable deductions do not prohibit corporations from deriving some benefit, direct or indirect, from charitable contributions. Indeed, it would seem to be requisite and proper that the corporation have some business purpose or derive some benefit from such contributions in order to justify them from a stockholder standpoint."). In some cases the Service has successfully challenged corporate contributions as purchases of goodwill, thus recharacterizing the contribution as a...
B) The Foreign Tax Credit

In the case of multinational corporations, the charitable contribution deduction also intersects with rules governing the foreign tax credit. For multinational corporations not in an excess foreign tax credit position, the portion of a charitable contribution which must be allocated to foreign source income may reduce such credits and offset, in whole or in part, the benefits of the charitable contribution deduction.

In computing the foreign tax credit limitation, a taxpayer must distinguish between taxable income from U.S. sources and that from foreign sources. The more taxable income from foreign sources, the higher the tax credit limitation. A higher foreign tax credit results in a lower U.S. tax liability. To compute foreign and U.S. taxable income, U.S. income tax deductions must be allocated among gross income from the various sources. The greater the portion allocated to U.S. income, the lower the U.S. source taxable income and, correspondingly, the greater the foreign source taxable income. Thus, U.S. corporations prefer to allocate charitable deductions to U.S. income.

Deductions which are not definitely related to any gross income are apportioned to foreign source gross income in the same proportion that such income bears to worldwide gross income. Present Treasury regulations treat the charitable deduction as not definitely related to any gross income. The Treasury announced its decision to re-examine this treatment in 1989, presumably prompted by the enactment of section 864(c) in 1986. At the time, the Treasury merely clarified that the general rule of 864(e) -- that expenses which are not directly allocable or apportioned to any specific income-producing activity shall be allocated and apportioned as if all members of an affiliated group were of a single corporation -- would apply to charitable contributions, which are not considered directly allocable to any specific income-producing activity. Then, in early 1991, the Treasury proposed new regulations to deal with allocation of the deduction between foreign and U.S. source income. The proposed regulations provide that a contribution may be allocated entirely to U.S. source income only if three requirements are met: (1) the taxpayer designates the contribution for use solely within the U.S. (2) the taxpayer reasonably believes it will be so used, and (3) the contribution is not allocable to foreign source income under the following rule. The deduction is allocable to foreign source income for purposes of this provision if the taxpayer knows or has reason to know that the contribution will be used solely outside the U.S. or may necessarily be used only outside the U.S. A contribution that does not fit under the rules above is ratably apportioned according to Treasury Regulation 1.861-8(c)(3).

The proposed regulation provoked a public outcry from international charities. These charities feared that the new regulations increased the marginal benefit of giving to U.S. charities and would thus reduce corporate funding of international charities.

regulations providing for the apportionment of expenses allocated to foreign source income among the various categories of income.

150  Section 864(e) was added to the Code by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-514, § 1215 (a), 100 Stat. 2085, 2544 (1986). Section 864(e)(7) authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to prescribe regulations to carry out the purposes of the section, including
However, for multinational donors who make contributions solely for use in the United States, the proposed regulations would be an improvement over the current regulations. Currently, a corporation with foreign source income must use a portion of the charitable deduction to offset foreign income, thus reducing the foreign tax credit and the benefit of the deduction, even if the contribution is used solely in the United States. Since 95% of corporate charitable contributions are used solely in the United States, the majority of corporate multinationals would benefit from a rule which allowed such deductions to fully offset United States source income.\(^\text{154}\)

When the President's tax proposals for the 1993 budget went to markup by the House Committee on Ways and Means, they contained a provision which provided that, for purposes of computing the foreign tax credit, all charitable contribution deductions would be allocable to U.S. source income.\(^\text{155}\) The Committee report presented the provision to the House but did not make any recommendations on the bill.\(^\text{156}\) The estimated budget effect of the provision was a revenue loss of $100 million in 1993 and an aggregate revenue loss of $900 million over five years.\(^\text{157}\) On July 2, 1992, Senators Moynihan, Danforth, and Boren also introduced a bill to amend the Code in this manner.\(^\text{158}\) To finance this and other changes, the Senate bill proposed to establish new substantiation and disclosure requirements for contributions over $100 and for all "quid pro quo" contributions.\(^\text{159}\)

Under the proposal adopted by the Senate Finance Committee, taxpayers would apportion 55% of their charitable contribution deductions to gross income from U.S. sources, and the remaining 45% of such deductions would be apportioned ratably between U.S. source and foreign source gross income, as under present law.\(^\text{160}\) This method was estimated to lead to a revenue loss of $27 million in 1993 and an aggregate revenue loss of $370 million over five years.\(^\text{161}\)

Despite all of the legislative activity on this issue, there was no mention of the provision in the final version of the legislation, which was vetoed by President Bush for unrelated reasons in November 1992. Similarly, the budget legislation for fiscal year 1993 signed by President Clinton did not address this issue.

In addition to its effect on international charities, the proposed regulations would also have a significant adverse effect on specific forms of corporate giving such as debt-for-nature swaps.\(^\text{162}\) In a debt-for-nature swap, a conservation organization acquires the debt of a foreign country and then exchanges the debt for the debtor's local currency. The conservation organization then contributes the currency to a conservation group or governmental unit within the debtor country for

---

\(^\text{154}\) See Edie, supra note 139.


\(^\text{157}\) Id. at 70.


\(^\text{159}\) Id. The bill also proposed altering the tax treatment of gifts of appreciated property and repealing the $50 million cap on the amount of tax-exempt bonds that private colleges are allowed to issue. Id.


\(^\text{161}\) STAFF OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, 102D CONG., 2D SESS., ESTIMATED REVENUE EFFECTS OF THE CHAIRMAN'S MARK 3 (Comm. Print 1992). This proposal, and not the one offered by Senators Moynihan, Danforth and Boren, was adopted because of its smaller impact on the fisc.

environmental programs. There are many benefits of such a swap, and originally the United States promoted such swaps through favorable tax incentives and other legislation. Benefits include increased conservation in the debtor country, a reduction in total debt of the debtor country, and the ability of the conservation group, through the heavily discounted nature of the debt, to increase the impact of its investment.

The debt may be acquired by the conservation group either by purchase on the secondary market or through a donation by the corporate holder to the conservation group. Because charitable deductions are limited to the fair market value of donated property, a donation of debt with a market value below its cost basis will prevent the donor from recovering its entire cost basis. If the debt is sold to the charity at a discount, the seller will be entitled to deduct only the loss on the sale. In Revenue Ruling 87-124, the Service ruled that a donor of such debt (whose fair market value is only a fraction of its face value) is entitled to a loss deduction for the difference between the fair market value and the taxpayer’s adjusted basis. The donor also receives a charitable deduction for the amount of the fair market value.

---

163 These swaps are no longer used only for conservation purposes, but have been suggested for education and development initiatives. See, e.g., Eve Burton, Debt for Development: A New Opportunity for Nonprofits, Commercial Banks, and Developing States, 31 HARV. INT’L L.J. 233 (1990); Jennifer F. Zaiser, Strapping Debt for Education: Harvard and Ecuador Provide a Model for Relief, 12 BC. THIRD WORLD L.J. 157 (1992).

164 Zimmerman, supra note 163, at 1083, 1097.


166 1987-2 C.B. 205.

167 The Service has stated that fair market value is a question of fact and will be determined from all the facts of a specific case. See Eugene Gibson & Randall Curtis, A Debt for Nature Blueprint, 28 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 331, 376 (1990).

168 Many commentators have pointed out problems with this ruling. See, e.g., Bailey, supra note 163 (Revenue Ruling 87-124 is not binding on courts; the ruling may lead to inconsistent results under substantially similar facts; the ruling is ineffective to trigger contributions of foreign debt to charities). Given the facts of the ruling:

Holders are more likely to sell the debt, recognize a loss, and contribute the proceeds of the sale for a charitable deduction than they are to contribute the debt directly for a charitable deduction only. While the former does not satisfy all the goals of the conservation organization, it is this transaction to which the IRS will likely defer. Thus, the ruling is ineffective to trigger contributions of foreign debt to charities.

Id. at 116-17.


170 The regulations state that a contribution to a worldwide wildlife conservation group, with a stipulation that the contribution be used solely outside the U.S., is allocable solely to foreign source income. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8(f) Ex. 34 (1991). In a debt-for-nature swap, the donor may not always stipulate that the donation be used in the foreign country, but it certainly will know that the donation will be so used. But cf. Zimmerman, supra note 163, at 1098-99 & n.111 (questioning whether funds used by a U.S. charity to purchase debt, which is then swapped to a foreign organization, are used in the U.S.).
The income of a foreign corporation that either is a controlled foreign corporation\(^{171}\) ("CFC") but does not trigger Subpart F\(^{172}\) or is not a CFC is not included in the gross income of U.S. shareholders until it is actually distributed. Revenue Ruling 74-351\(^{173}\) and Regulation section 1.964-2(b) allow U.S. taxpayers to defer recognition of blocked income of a foreign branch or the currently taxable income of a CFC until a triggering event occurs. Currently, taxpayers with foreign blocked income can benefit from making properly structured charitable contributions of such income.\(^{174}\) If a foreign subsidiary were to pay a dividend of foreign blocked income to a bank account maintained in the foreign country by the U.S. parent, the parent could contribute the income and claim a charitable deduction. The U.S. parent would be required to include this dividend in income and then would be permitted to take a charitable deduction. Because charitable deductions currently are apportioned on the basis of the relative amounts of gross income from both domestic and foreign sources, a U.S. corporation with a high amount of U.S. source income relative to foreign source income will allocate only a small fraction of the gift to foreign source income, providing a higher foreign tax credit limitation than would otherwise result. If the proposed allocation regulation is enacted, corporations would be unable to take advantage of this tax benefit. All donations that must necessarily be used in a foreign country will be solely allocable to foreign income.\(^{175}\) Thus, foreign income will be reduced by the entire gift (rather than only by a small fraction of it), the numerator of the foreign tax credit limitation fraction will be much smaller, and the available foreign tax credits may be under-utilized. Of course, if the U.S. corporation is already in an excess-credit posture -- which is quite common in the current environment where U.S. corporate tax rates are typically lower than foreign corporate tax rates -- this will have no fiscal impact.

C) Conclusion

The place-of-use restriction, which applies only to corporate donations to unincorporated donees, seems to fulfill no rational purpose. Does the use of corporate charitable donations abroad by unincorporated donees (as opposed to those made by incorporated donees) pose some specific danger? The answer provided by Congress seems to be no, given that there is no place-of-use restriction on individual donations, which comprise a much greater percentage of total giving. Perhaps the only explanation for the current state of the law is that the Service has allowed a loophole in the Code to be used to facilitate international use of donated funds, regardless of whether the donor is a corporation or an individual. Since there does not seem to be a logical reason to distinguish between incorporated and unincorporated donees or between incorporated and unincorporated donors, Congress should eliminate the place-of-use restriction on corporate donations to unincorporated donees. Finally, although the proposed allocation regulations raise a host of interesting issues, no action has been taken on these regulations to date. It does not appear that the Service could implement these regulations without raising a great deal of controversy.

V) Charitable Giving by Public Charities and Private Foundations

As discussed above, Code section 170 generally allows tax deductions for individuals and corporations which donate funds to organizations which are listed under Code section 170(c) as organizations eligible to receive tax deductible contributions.\(^{176}\) These listed organizations may then make grants for specific projects or to other organizations, provided that the grants are used by the recipient for

\(^{171\) I.R.C. § 957.  
\(^{172\) I.R.C. § 951 et seq.  
\(^{173\) 1974-2 C.B. 144.  
\(^{174\) The following discussion is based on Sheldon Weinberg, Charitable Contributions of Foreign Blocked Income, 15 TAX ADVISER 418 (1984).  
\(^{175\) The regulations offer the following example. A corporation donates blocked currency to a regional relief organization. The contribution will be allocable solely to foreign income because the corporation has reason to know it will necessarily be used outside the United States. Prop. Treas. Reg. § 1.861-8(c) Ex. 34 (1991).  
\(^{176\) See supra parts II and IV.}
either a specified purpose or for the exempt purpose for which the grantor public charity or private foundation is "organized and operated." 177

Because public charities and private foundations generally are not required to pay federal income taxes, they, unlike individual and corporate donors, are not concerned with obtaining a tax deduction. 178 Public charities and private foundations are most concerned about protecting their tax-exempt status and avoiding the imposition of excise taxes. Therefore, the grantor public charity or private foundation must ensure that any grants given, whether to domestic or foreign organizations, 179 are in furtherance of its charitable purpose. An exempt organization "organized and operated" to promote education, for example, may give grants to a school, which, in turn, will use the funds to further its educational purpose. There are, however, slightly different restrictions on international giving by public and private exempt organizations. The following section will describe the differences between requirements for international giving by public charities and private foundations.

A) International Giving by Public Charities

As provided in Code section 509(a), any domestic or foreign charitable organization is classified as a private foundation unless it falls into one of four other categories of organizations. 180 These four exceptions define the organizations considered "public charities." Sections 509(a)(1), (2), and (3) include those organizations that are, in various ways, subject to public control or function as support organizations to publicly supported charities. 181 The fourth category includes organizations organized and operated exclusively for testing of public safety. 182

As a result of being subject to a requisite degree of public control, public charities are believed to be more accountable to the public and therefore are subject to fewer restrictions than private foundations. 183

---

177 See supra note 10.

178 Both public charities and private foundations are, however, subject to unrelated business income taxes on income from certain unrelated trades or businesses. See I.R.C. §§ 511-14.

179 See infra text accompanying note 185.

180 I.R.C. § 509(a).

181 Treas. Reg. § 1.509(a)-1. Organizations included in these three categories are termed "public" charities, "publicly supported" charities, and "supporting" organizations. "Public" charities include churches, educational organizations, medical care and research organizations, and governmental units. They are defined in I.R.C. §§ 509(a)(1) and 170(h)(1)(A)(i)-(v). "Publicly supported" charities, defined in § 509(a)(2) and § 170(h)(1)(A)(vi), receive their primary support from the public. Finally, the category of "supporting" organizations is defined in § 509(a)(3) and includes organizations that are not themselves publicly supported but are closely related to public organizations which have the requisite degree of public control and involvement. See BRUCE R. HOPKINS, THE LAW OF TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS, § 17 (1992). For an example of a religious organization which did not qualify as a church and was thus considered a private foundation, see First Church of In Theo v. Commissioner, 56 T.C.M. 1045 (1989).

182 I.R.C. § 509(a)(4). Contributions to organizations which test for public safety are not tax-deductible. Therefore, public safety organizations are more similar to business leagues or to social welfare groups than to private foundations. HOPKINS, supra note 182, at 241.

183 Because of the perception that public charities are generally more accountable than private foundations, there are currently no intermediate sanctions for public charities, as there are for private foundations. However, there is a possibility that additional restrictions for public charities may be imposed, as there has been some discussion on the matter in hearings by the Oversight Committee of the House Ways and Means Committee. These restrictions seek to address problems including the involvement of public charities in activities which constitute inurement and private benefit, such as excessive compensation; lack of intermediate sanctions resulting in punishment, such as revocation of exempt status, disproportionate to violations committed; and ineffectiveness often directed at the organization rather than at the individuals who commit the violation.

Suggested restrictions for public charities include caps on compensation of their executive officers, increased public disclosure, e.g., requiring the filing of Form 990 (Return of Organizations Exempt from Income Tax), and requirements for reapplication for exemption. See ROBERT A. BOISURE & MILTON CERNY, PIGGLE HOLDS HEARINGS ON OPERATIONS OF PUBLIC CHARITIES, 60 TAX NOTES 225 (1993); ROBERT A. BOISURE & MILTON CERNY, SECOND OVERSIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING EXPLORES NEED FOR INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS AND MORE DISCLOSURE, 60 TAX NOTES 1387 (1993). If additional sanctions are imposed for public charities, they most likely will not be as rigid as the requirements for private foundations for three reasons. First, as mentioned above, there is not as much perceived abuse among public charities as among private foundations. Second, public charities are subject to greater public accountability, due to their board composition and
However, in order to protect their exempt status, public charities must exercise sufficient "discretion and control" to insure that funds given to grantee organizations are used for charitable purposes. As set forth in section 501(c)(3), public charities, like private foundations, run the risk of losing their exempt status if they cannot demonstrate that they are operated primarily for charitable purposes. Using funds or making grants for noncharitable purposes is one way a public charity may violate the operational test.

The safest way for a public charity to make grants without jeopardizing its tax-exempt status is to make grants to section 501(c)(3) organizations because these organizations have been deemed by the Service to be organized and operated exclusively for charitable purposes. However, a grantor public charity will not jeopardize its exempt status by distributing funds to nonexempt organizations if the grantor charity retains sufficient discretion and control to ensure that the funds are used for exempt purposes.

If the public charity retains sufficient discretion and control, it may also give grants that will be used abroad. Revenue Ruling 63-252 holds that contributions to a domestic public charity are deductible even if some or all of its funds are then transmitted to a foreign charitable organization. The domestic charity must show that the gift is, in fact, to or for the use of the domestic organization, and that the domestic organization is not serving as an agent for, or the conduit of, a foreign charitable organization. The Service amplified this ruling in Revenue Ruling 66-79, which concludes that a contribution to a domestic charity is deductible even when solicited for a specific project of a foreign charitable organization, provided that the domestic charity (1) reviews and approves the specific grant as being in furtherance of its charitable purposes and (2) has full discretion and control over the use of the funds.

Accordingly, public charities will not jeopardize their exempt status by making grants either to organizations which have been granted exempt status by the Service or to nonexempt organizations, as long as the public charity retains sufficient discretion and control over the use of its funds. Because few foreign organizations have filed for recognition by the Service, in most situations, public charities must...

---

184 Id. See supra note 52.
185 See supra note 59 and accompanying text.
186 See supra note 51, at 222-23.
187 See discussion of the "organized and operated exclusively for" test, supra note 10.
188 As indicated by Treas. Reg. § 1501(c)(3)-1(c)(1), an organization will be regarded as 'operated exclusively' for one or more exempt purposes only if it engages primarily in activities which accomplish one or more of such exempt purposes specified in Section 501(c)(3).
190 1964-2 C.B. 101. See also infra notes 50-91 and accompanying text, discussing earmarking and conduit restrictions on individual taxpayers.
191 See supra note 200.
retain sufficient discretion and control over the use of grants made to a foreign organization.

B) International Giving by Private Foundations

The general rule for giving by private foundations is that the grant must be made for a charitable purpose. A foundation may satisfy this requirement in one of two ways. First, the private foundation may give grants to an organization which is a public charity as defined in section 509(a)(1), (2), or (3), or an exempt operating foundation as defined in section 4940(d)(2). Included in these categories are public charities organized in the U.S. but performing activities and services in other countries, such as "friends of" organizations organized for the purpose of assisting foreign organizations, foreign governments, or any instrumentality or agency thereof, or an international organization designated by Executive Order under Title 22 of U.S. Code section 288, if the grant is made for exclusively charitable purposes and not for governmental ones and entities created outside the U.S. that have filed Form 1023 with the Service to obtain recognition as a public charity.

Second, if the private foundation wishes to make a grant to an organization that does not meet the above requirements, the grantor foundation must exercise "expenditure responsibility." This option requires that the grantor foundation be responsible for exerting all reasonable efforts (1) to see that the grant is spent solely for the purpose for which it was made, (2) to obtain full and complete reports from the grantee on how the funds are spent, and (3) to make full and detailed reports with respect to such expenditures to the Service.

However, Treasury regulations allow the grantor private foundation to make an equivalency determination: the private foundation may determine that the foreign grantee is an equivalent of a public charity as defined in section 509(a)(1), (2), or (3) of the Code. The "general mechanism" for meeting the requirements of the regulations is a two-step process that includes: (1) making a

---

195 I.R.C. §§ 4942(g)(1)(A), 4945(d). Revenue Ruling 71-460 specifically holds that an activity which is charitable within the meaning of § 501(c)(3), if carried on in the United States, would also be a charitable activity if carried on in a foreign country. Rev. Rul. 71-460, 1971-2 C.B. 231. See supra text accompanying note 10.

196 I.R.C. § 4945(d)(4). See also Edie, supra note 139, at 24.

197 See supra text accompanying notes 76-83.


199 Creation on foreign soil is not a bar to exemption from taxation under I.R.C. § 501(c)(3). Rev. Rul. 66-177, 1966-1 C.B. 132. See Dale, supra note 33, at 689-94 for a discussion of the treatment of foreign charities and foundations. However, because it is an expensive and time-consuming process, few foreign organizations have filed for IRS recognition. With certain exceptions, most tax exempt organizations other than private foundations must file Form 990 (Return of Organizations Exempt from Income Tax). I.R.C. § 6033(g)(1), see I.R.S. Publication 557, Chap. 2 (Rev. Jan. 1992). However, there is evidence that the Service is making an effort to relieve foreign organizations of unnecessary filing burdens. To relieve foreign organizations from this burden, the Service has issued Revenue Procedure 94-17, which exempts certain foreign organizations from filing Form 990. To qualify for this exemption, the foreign organization must meet two conditions. First, it must not normally receive more than $25,000 in gross receipts annually from sources in the United States. See Rev. Proc. 83-23, 1983-1 C.B. 687. Second, the foreign organization must have "no significant activity" in the United States. Significant activity includes lobbying and political activity and the operation of a trade or business but does not include investment activity. Revenue Procedure 94-17 applies for tax years beginning after December 31, 1992. Rev. Proc. 94-17, 1994-5 I.R.B. 24.

200 I.R.C. § 4945(b). See Priv. Lit. Rul. 9223054 (Mar. 12, 1992) which allowed a private foundation to make a grant to a newspaper when it exercised expenditure responsibility. Though the fact that the newspapers may not themselves qualify as charities as such, does not detract from the charitable character of X's program. See also Priv. Lit. Rul. 9205604 (Apr. 20, 1992).


202 "Such an affidavit or opinion must set forth sufficient facts concerning the operations and support of the grantee for the Internal Revenue Service to determine that the grantee would be likely to qualify as an organization described in section 509(a)(1), (2), or (3)." Id.


204 Treas. Regs. §§ 53.4945-6(c)(2)(ii), 53.4942(a)-3(a)(6), 53.4945-5(a)(5).
"reasonable judgment" that the grantee is an organization described in section 501(c)(3) (other than one that is also described in section 509(a)(1)), and (2) making a "good faith determination," based on the affidavit of the grantee or an opinion of counsel of either the grantor or the grantee, that the grantee is described in section 509(a)(1), (2), or (3), or section 4942(j)(3). The legal opinion must have sufficient facts concerning operation and support of the grantee for the Service to determine that the grantee would qualify.

Although this is a costly and time-consuming procedure, obtaining a legal opinion from counsel protects the managers of the foundation from being personally subjected to penalty taxes. Because they will be deemed to have acted with "reasonable cause," they will not be penalized, as long as they did not "knowingly" or "willfully" violate Treasury regulations.

Revenue Procedure 92-94, which was made effective on January 1, 1993, provides a simplified procedure by which private foundations may avoid exercising expenditure responsibility. The Revenue Procedure allows the grantor foundation to base its "reasonable judgment" and "good faith determination" on a "currently qualified" affidavit prepared by the grantee as long as it fulfills the affidavit requirements outlined in Revenue Procedure 92-94. Requirements include a statement as to how the foreign organization was created, a copy of its organizational documents, a statement of its activities, and representations that the foreign country's "laws and customs" preclude private benefit and prohibited inurement. The Revenue Procedure prescribes the form the affidavit must take; certain variations are permitted.

Revenue Procedure 92-94 is a safe harbor provision. As indicated, it is not the only procedure by which private foundations can make

---

206 Treas. Reg. §§ 53.4945(a)-3(a)(6), 53.4945-5(c)(5).
208 Requiring the procurement of a legal opinion is far from a formalistic requirement; there are many restrictions which govern the practice of lawyers. Lawyers who violate a jurisdiction's standards of ethical and professional conduct will be subject to the disciplinary rules of that jurisdiction. Misconduct by the lawyer may lead to public sanctions, such as disbarment, suspension, probation, reprimand, or private sanctions, which include admonition, restitution to injured parties, and limitation on the lawyer's nature or extent of practice. L.W. MAN. ON PROF. CONDUCT (ABA/IBNA) §§ 01.007, 101.101, 301 (July 28, 1999); GEOFFREY C. HAZARD, JR. AND W. WILLIAM HODGES, THE LAW OF LAWYERING: A HANDBOOK ON THE MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT §§ 8.1, 8.4 (2d ed. 1993). Furthermore, Circular 230 (31 C.F.R. § 10), which articulates the rules and responsibilities governing tax lawyers' practice before the Service, requires "due diligence as to accuracy" in any matter governed by the Service. 31 C.F.R. § 10.22. Noncompliance with the rules and regulations set forth in Circular 230 may lead to disbarment or suspension from practice before the Service. 31 C.F.R. § 10.50. There is no reference to the issuance of non-tax shelter tax opinions in Circular 230. However, in tax shelter opinions, the practitioner must provide an opinion whether it is more likely than not that an investor will prevail on the merits of each material tax issue ... which involves a reasonable possibility of a challenge by the Internal Revenue Service. 31 C.F.R. § 10.33. See generally BERNARD WOLFSMAN & JAMES P. HOLDEN, ETHICAL PROBLEMS IN FEDERAL TAX PRACTICE (2d ed. 1985), Theodore C. Falk, Tax Ethics, Legal Ethics, and Real Ethics: A Critique of ABA Formal Opinion 85-352 (1986); Gwen Thayer Handelman, Law and Order Comes to "Dodge City": Treasury's New Return Preparer and IRS Practice Standards, 50 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 631 (1993); Barbara T. Kaplan, Annual Report: Important Developments During the Year: Standards of Tax Practice, 42 TAX LAW. 1493 (1989); J. TIMOTHY PHILLIPS, IT'S NOT EASY BEING EASY: Advising Tax Return Positions, 50 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 589 (1993); Paul J. Sax et al, ABA, Special Task Force Report on Formal Opinion 85-352, 39 TAX LAW. 985 (1986); Paul J. Sax et al., Formal Opinion 85-352, 39 TAX LAW. 985 (1986).
209 See Michael L. Sanders, Support and Conduct of Charitable Operations Abroad, 1 NOTRE DAME INST. ON CHARIT. GIVING, FOUNDATIONS, AND TRUSTS 33, 42-45 (1976), for a discussion of the difficulties of this procedure.
212 The grantee organization is "currently qualified" as long as the facts its affidavit contains are "up to date," and the grantor has no reason to doubt the validity of the affidavit. Rev. Proc. 92-94, § 402-405. A grantee's attested statement that the affidavit is up to date is sufficient to update an affidavit. Id. at § 404.
213 Id. at §§ 51-53.
Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Foundations, former Senator Vance Hartke expressed a commonly held sentiment when he stated, "There are many examples of private foundations in this country which do an excellent job, but they are outnumbered at least five to one by foundations which are failing to serve the public purpose adequately."221

Extensive provisions restricting the activities of private foundations were included in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 to address these concerns and ensure public accountability of private foundations.222 These provisions impose intermediate sanctions and penalties on both the private foundation and its principal officers. Private foundations may be subject to section 4942 penalties for "failure to distribute income."223 In addition, a private foundation must not engage in any acts of self-dealing with individuals deemed to have a measure of direct or indirect control over the organization or a particular relationship with the organization or with persons in control of the organization.224 A private foundation also must not retain excess business holdings,225 make investments which jeopardize its charitable purpose,226 or make taxable expenditures.227 Taxable expenditures

---


222 See Special Rules for Existing Foundations, I.R.C. § 508(c)(2).

223 I.R.C. § 4942. Private foundations are required to make annual "qualifying distributions," which include amounts "paid to accomplish one or more purposes described in section 170(c)(2)(B)," but generally exclude amounts paid to a non-operating foundation. This requires a private foundation making a grant to a foreign charity to determine whether the foreign charity is a non-operating foundation.

224 I.R.C. § 4941(d).

225 I.R.C. § 4943(c).

226 I.R.C. § 4944. Program-related investments (PRIs), however, are exempt from this restriction. As defined in § 4944(c) and Treas. Reg. § 53.4944-3, PRIs are investments made with the primary purpose of accomplishing one or more of the purposes described in § 170(c)(2)(B) and not for the purpose of producing income or appreciating property. Because PRIs involve making use of assets at below-market rates, they are less similar to investments and more like gifts to the grantee organization. As such, they are not considered investments which jeopardize the organization's charitable purpose.
include making grants to organizations which are not defined in section 509(a)(1), (2), (3) or section 4940(d)(2), unless the private foundation exercises expenditure responsibility. If a private foundation engages in any of these prohibited acts, it will not only be subject to intermediate sanctions and penalties, but also may lose its exempt status, regardless of whether the grantee is a domestic or foreign organization. Following the requirements of Revenue Procedure 92-94 will protect a private foundation making grants to a foreign organization from the imposition of excise taxes under both sections 4942 and 4945.

D) Conclusion

In furthering their charitable purposes, public charities and private foundations are subject to different grantmaking restrictions. As long as public charities exercise sufficient control and discretion to ensure that their funds are being used in furtherance of their charitable purposes, public charities are generally free to make grants for charitable purposes to both domestic and international organizations.

Private foundations, on the other hand, are subject to more stringent restrictions on their activities, and recipients of foundation grants must be exempt organizations or their equivalents. If Revenue Procedure 92-94 fulfills its intended purpose, the process of "equivalency determination" will make domestic and international grantmaking by private foundations no more difficult than that by public charities.

VI) Deductibility by Treaty

In an exception to the general rule prohibiting tax deductions to individuals for direct contributions to foreign charities, such deductions are allowed under certain bilateral tax treaties. The Treasury Department has not included a charitable deduction provision in its Model Income Tax Treaty. However, the U.S. has in effect treaties which contain such provisions with Canada, Mexico, and Israel. In addition, the U.S. has ratified estate and gift tax treaties which contain provisions for charitable deductions as well.

A) Income Tax Treaties

1. Canada Treaty

The Canadian treaty states that:

For the purposes of United States taxation, contributions by a citizen or resident of the United States to an organization which is resident in Canada, which is generally exempt from Canadian tax and which could qualify in the United States to receive...

227 IRC § 4945(d).

228 IRC § 4945(h). See supra text accompanying notes 196-209.


230 IRC § 894(g)(1) states that "In general -- the provisions of this title shall be applied to any taxpayer with due regard to any treaty obligation of the United States which applies to such taxpayer." However, IRC § 7852(d)(1) states that "In general -- For the purpose of determining the relationship between a provision of a treaty and any law of the United States affecting revenue, neither the treaty nor the law shall have preferential status by reason of its being a treaty or law." Prior to amendment by Pub. L. No. 100-647 § 1012(a), this section read, "No provision of this title shall apply in any case where its application would be contrary to any treaty obligation of the United States in effect on the date of enactment of this title." Thus, it seems that treaty provisions are no longer automatically preferred to Code provisions.


232 An income tax treaty was in force between the United States and Honduras, however, it expired on December 31, 1966. An income tax treaty between the United States and Japan that contained an exempt organization provision expired on July 9, 1972.

233 See infra text accompanying notes 275-287.

234 This section of the Article will only discuss those income tax treaties which affect the donor's ability to receive a charitable deduction and will not discuss treaties which affect the exempt status of the donee.
deductible contributions if it were resident in the United States, shall be treated as charitable contributions.\textsuperscript{235}

The treaty imposes section 170(a) percentage limitations on contributions to Canadian organizations, but it bases the limits on Canadian source income.\textsuperscript{236} Thus, if a U.S. taxpayer derives income in Canada and then contributes to a Canadian organization that meets U.S. requirements for exempt organizations, the taxpayer may take a deduction but only of up to 50\% of his or her Canadian source income (or 30\% in the case of 170(b)(1)(B) organizations). The treaty allows deductions only for contributions to organizations which could qualify for exempt status in the United States, thus requiring an assessment of equivalence in every case.\textsuperscript{237}

Congress has expressed concern that the Canada Treaty would nonetheless allow deductions for contributions to charities which, if they were U.S. entities, would not qualify for a deduction in the United States. The Committee on Foreign Relations appeared to fear that the Executive Branch, through its treaty powers, would impinge on the Legislative Branch's taxation powers. The Report by the Committee on Foreign Relations stated that:

\begin{quote}
[T]he Committee remains deeply concerned about the granting of deductions to U.S. persons by treaty where the Code does not otherwise grant the deductions . . . . In most cases, the objectives of special treaty deductions provisions can be accomplished through domestic law. The Committee does not believe that treaties are a proper forum for providing deductions not otherwise permitted under domestic law.\textsuperscript{238}
\end{quote}

Thus, Congress was wary that the Executive Branch might "trump" the Code with treaties which would circumvent the Code's restrictions on deductions for contributions to foreign organizations. The Committee on Foreign Relations added that "the Committee will, in the future, seriously consider recommending a reservation on any treaty provision that grants U.S. persons deductions not otherwise allowed under the Code."\textsuperscript{239}

This concern led the Senate to make a reservation to a similar provision in the U.S.-Brazil Income Tax Treaty.\textsuperscript{240} The Brazil Treaty would have allowed an American citizen to receive a deduction for contributions to Brazilian charities if the recipient organization qualified as a charitable organization under Code section 501(c)(3).\textsuperscript{241} In its report on the treaty, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee noted that:

\begin{quote}
The only other United States tax treaty now in force which contains a similar provision is with Canada, and the Committee does not believe that the practice of allowing tax deductions to Americans for contributions to organizations in foreign countries should be expanded by the tax treaty process . . . . This is particularly true when one considers that the American taxpayer would be subsidizing such charitable contributions . . . . Moreover in the Committee's view, there is no justification for supporting charities organized abroad until positive steps have
\end{quote}

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{235} Convention Between the United States of America and Canada with Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital, Aug 16, 1984, U.S.-Can, art. XXI, para. 5, TIAS No. 11,087 ["Canada Treaty"]. A 1995 Protocol to the Canada Treaty also extends the charitable deduction to include contributions to "a Canadian company that is taxable in the United States as if it were a resident of the United States." Proposed Protocol Amending the 1980 Tax Convention with Canada, Mar. 17, 1995, U.S.-Can, I Tax Treaty (CCH) ¶ 21,043-7 ["Proposed Canada Protocol"]. The Proposed Canada Protocol was signed by President Clinton on April 24, 1995, but has not been ratified.

\textsuperscript{236} Id., art. XXI, para. 5. The treaty also creates an exception for donations to a college or university at which the U.S. citizen or resident, or a family member of such person, is enrolled. The Code's percentage limitations on U.S. contributions are described supra text accompanying note 13.


\textsuperscript{239} Id.


\textsuperscript{241} Id. at art. 22.
\end{footnotes}
been taken to correct the abuses found in some of our domestic tax-exempt foundations.242

As will be seen below, such concerns did not bar deductions in the US's treaty with Mexico. However, the Committee stressed that because the United States shares borders with Canada and Mexico, it may have a stronger desire to enhance charitable activity in these countries. In addition, concerns over the North America Free Trade Agreement also may have affected the response to the treaty.

2) Mexico Treaty

The Convention between the United States and Mexico has been signed and ratified. The Mexico Treaty is similar to the Canada Treaty, but contains some differences as well.243 It differs from the Canada Treaty in that it provides reciprocal recognition of charities resident in either country. Article 22 states that:

| If the Contracting States agree that a provision of Mexican law provides standards for organizations authorized to receive deductible contributions that are essentially equivalent to the standards of United States law for public charities: a) an organization determined by Mexican authorities to meet such standards shall be treated, for purposes of grants by United States private foundations and public charities, as a public charity under United States law, and b) contributions by a citizen or resident of the United States to such an organization shall be treated as charitable contributions to a public charity under United States law.244 |

Thus, the Mexico Treaty provides that the U.S. will recognize organizations found to qualify as charities under Mexican law if Mexico passes equivalent laws to those governing the qualification of U.S. charitable organizations. If such laws are passed, Mexican organizations need not prove themselves equivalent to U.S. public charities; rather they are deemed to be equivalent, provided that they attain charitable status under Mexican law.

In fact, Mexico did pass laws which adopted U.S. statutory standards for public charities.245 The Protocol to the Convention states that Article 70-B of the Mexican Income Tax Law provides "essentially equivalent" standards to those in U.S. law.246 The Convention states that:

| contributions by a citizen or resident of the United States to such an organization shall be treated as charitable contributions to a public charity under United States law.247 |

In an earlier draft of the Mexico Treaty, this language was interpreted to apply only to organizations which met the formal requirements for being a "section 501(c)(3) charity."248 However, the summary of the proposed treaty provision specified that the organization must qualify under section 509(a) as not being a "private foundation."249 Thus, this provision does appear to be more strict than the Canadian provision, because it allows deductions only for contributions to public charities.250


244 Id., art. 22, para. 2.

245 But see infra text accompanying notes 251-253 regarding United States public policy restrictions on charitable organizations, which are not explicitly included in the Mexico Treaty.

246 Mexico Treaty, supra note 243, First Protocol, Point 17, para. b

247 Id., art. 22, para. 2.


249 Id. See also Bjorklund, supra note 27.

250 The Summary of Proposal for Provisions on Philanthropy in Mexico-United States Tax Treaty also states that "Mexican private foundations deriving substantially all their support from non-US. sources would be exempted from the special U.S. tax rules
The Canada Treaty, in contrast, allows deductions for contributions to any Canadian organization which is equivalent to a U.S. charitable organization under Code section 501(c)(3).

On the other hand, the Mexico Treaty could provide much more leeway for charitable deductions than does the Canada Treaty. For although Mexico’s Article 70-B now reads similarly to section 509(a)(1) and (2), it is not clear that Mexico must adopt the United States’s interpretation of the Code. Thus, U.S. cases and Revenue Rulings seem not to play a role in Mexico’s assessment of its organizations’ qualification for Article 70-B status. For example, the restrictions developed under Bob Jones University v. United States,251 which deny exempt status to educational institutions that discriminate based on race, may not apply to Mexican organizations.252 This, in turn, could permit a racially discriminatory Mexican university to receive tax deductible contributions from U.S. residents. Such deductions might not be available if the university were in the United States.

Neither the Convention nor the Protocol addresses this issue explicitly. However, the Protocol does include a provision which states, if the competent authority of the other Contracting State determines that granting such benefits is inappropriate with respect to a particular organization or type of organization, such benefits may be denied after consultation with the competent authority of the first Contracting State.253

Thus, it appears that on a case-by-case basis, the United States could deny exempt status to particular organizations which violate United States fundamental public policy, even if the organizations meet the standards codified in sections 509(a) and (b).254 Such a denial could be issued only if granting exempt status were found to be “inappropriate.”255 However, the Protocol provides no guidelines for what may be considered “inappropriate.” The Protocol’s vagueness makes it extremely difficult to ascertain exactly how and when this provision could be used, or if it could be used to enforce such United States public policy interests as non-discrimination or integration.

Like the Canada Treaty, the Convention with Mexico applies section 170(b) percentage limitations to Mexican source income in restricting the amount of charitable contributions which may be deducted.256 However, the Convention also appears to allow limitations other than percentage limitations on the amount contributed.257 The Convention states that:

contributions . . . shall not be deductible in any taxable year to the extent that they exceed an amount determined by applying the limitations of the laws of the United States in respect to the deductible of charitable contributions to public charities.258

The parallel provision in the U.S.-Canada Treaty states that:

such contributions . . . shall not be deductible in any taxable year to the extent that they exceed an amount determined by applying the percentage limitations of the laws of the United States . . . . 259

251 Bob Jones Univ. v. United States, 461 U.S. 574 (1983) (disallowing income tax deductions for contributions to a private university which discriminated based on race).

252 See also Cerny, supra note 250 (stating that, “Competent authority in the implementing protocol to the U.S.-Mexico treaty provides that . . . article 70-B of the Mexican Income Tax Law and the public charity provisions of section 509(a)(1) or (2) of the U.S. IRC, as interpreted by the governing regulations and administrative rulings of Mexico and the United States, provide essentially equivalent standards . . . .”).

253 Mexico Treaty First Protocol, supra note 243, point 17, para. (b)(ii). See also JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED INCOME TAX TREATY (AND PROPOSED PROTOCOL) BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND MEXICO 89 (JC-16-93, Oct. 26, 1993).

254 Id.

255 Id.

256 Mexico Treaty, supra note 243, art. 22, para. 2.

257 Bjorklund, supra note 27, at 13.

258 Mexico Treaty, supra note 243, art. 22, para. 2.

259 Canada Treaty, supra note 235, art. XXI, para. 5.
A draft version of the U.S.-Mexico Treaty included the words "percentage limitations" where it now says only "limitations."260 This deletion could imply that additional limitations are applicable, such as the related-use restrictions in Code section 170(e).261

Aside from these differences, the two treaties are essentially the same. The intent behind the treaty provisions for exempt organizations appears to have been to facilitate charitable giving to foreign organizations. Thus, as described by the U.S. Treasury Department, the Mexico Treaty was intended:

to encourage contributions by U.S. residents to small Mexican charities that would have difficulty in organizing a U.S. entity through which contributions could be directed, or in satisfying the administrative requirements for recognition as a foreign corporation eligible for treatment as a "public charity" in the United States.262

In addition, as the United States shares borders with Canada and Mexico, U.S. citizens living near the borders may work directly with Canadian and Mexican charitable organizations. Thus, the Treasury Department explained that:

Article 22 also enables taxpayers living and operating at the border to support organizations across the border from which they derive benefits. The physical proximity of Mexico and the United States provides a unique circumstance for the reciprocal recognition of tax-exempt organizations.263

Clearly, despite the Foreign Relations Committee's concern over using the treaty process to provide deductions not otherwise permitted under domestic law,264 both the Canadian and Mexican treaties circumvent the domestic recipient requirement which the Code imposes on all other charitable contributions made to foreign organizations. The fact that Congress did not object to the Mexico Treaty provision, as it did to the Brazilian provision, could signal a change in Congress's approach to the charitable deduction.265 However, the special relationships that the United States has with its neighbors may have created a special need for such provisions that the U.S. does not have with other countries. Thus, it seems unlikely that this type of treaty provision will become the norm.266

In addition, the fact that the treaties restrict deductions according to foreign source income diminishes their impact on individual donors, who generally do not have a great deal of foreign source income.267 In contrast, the provisions could have a greater impact on corporations with foreign subsidiaries or branches than on individuals, since they have larger and more regular foreign source incomes. It is thus difficult to gauge how U.S. charitable giving would be affected by the treaties.

260 Trower, supra note 248.

261 I.R.C. § 170(e)(1)(B). On the other hand, this discrepancy may have resulted from careless drafting and may not actually signify that other restrictions apply to charitable contributions under the Mexico Treaty.


263 Id.

264 See supra text accompanying note 238.


266 But see discussion of treaty with Israel, infra text accompanying notes 268-272; Cerny, supra note 250 (arguing that it is possible that as more foreign countries look to replicate the U.S. charitable sector, "there is an emerging set of principles based on a common concept of charity and establishment of rules for administrating charities...that are equivalent to the administration of charities in the United States" which may make it easier for the United States to establish the same equivalency of charitable principles it established with Mexico, and thereby develop similar treaty provisions).

267 An exception would be US resident aliens, who may have a great deal of foreign source income.
3) Israel

The 1975 U.S.-Israel Income Tax Treaty was ratified and took effect on January 1, 1995. The Israel Treaty provides a reciprocal deduction for charitable contributions. Article 15A of the 1980 Protocol to the treaty allows United States residents to deduct contributions to Israeli charitable organizations if and to the extent that they would have been treated as charitable contributions had such organization been created or organized under the laws of the United States. Thus, like the treaty with Canada, the treaty with Israel requires a determination that an Israeli organization would in fact qualify for exemption under United States standards before a U.S. donor may deduct his or her contribution.

Like the Mexico Treaty, however, the U.S. and Israel may determine that their qualification procedures are substantially similar. In that case, each Contracting State confers exempt status on organizations which qualify for such status under the other Contracting State’s laws. A note was exchanged at the signing of the protocol stating that the competent authorities will review the procedures of the other country to make this determination.

Unlike the Canada and Mexico treaties, where U.S. percentage limitations on the charitable deduction apply, the Israel Treaty fixes the percentage limitation at 25%. However, like the other two treaties, the Israel Treaty bases this calculation on income from sources within Israel only.

As it did with the Canada treaty, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee expressed concern over granting deductions to U.S. persons

by treaty in cases where the Congress has chosen not to do so under the Code. However, the Committee noted that it was aware that a similar provision is contained in the Canadian treaty and that this provision was negotiated with that precedent in mind. Accordingly, because of the importance of this provision to Israel the Committee will not recommend a reservation. The Committee will, however, very seriously consider such a recommendation if in the future, a treaty with a similar provision is negotiated and is transmitted to the Senate.

This statement again illustrates Congress’s hesitance to approve treaty provisions which provide for the charitable deductions described here.

---


270 Article 15A(1).


272 Id.

273 Congress failed to ratify a proposed treaty with Thailand, which allowed individual donors a charitable deduction for contributions to Thai organizations which filed for and received exempt status under IRC § 501(c)(3). Proposed Treaty Between Thailand and the United States, reprinted at 3 Tax Treaty (CCH) ¶ 42514 (1990), art. 18. This appears to be the only example of a treaty provision which allowed U.S. donors to deduct contributions to foreign organizations which were registered in the US as exempt under 501(c)(3). It is unclear whether similar provisions will be included in other treaties.

274 The United States had a treaty with Honduras which is no longer in force. The Treaty stated that:

[T]here shall be treated as a charitable contribution any contribution made by the taxpayer to a religious, charitable, scientific, literary or educational organization under the laws of the other State if (A) contributions to such organizations would qualify for deduction under the laws of the former State had such organization been created under the laws of such former State . . . and (B) contributions to such organizations would qualify for deductions under the laws of such other State.

A Convention between the United States and Honduras for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income, June 25, 1956, U.S.-Hon., 1957-2 C.B. 1033, exp’d, Dec. 31, 1966. This provision was similar to the provision in the Canada Treaty. However, Revenue Procedure 59-31, 1959-2 C.B. 951, explained that Honduran charitable organizations must obtain exempt status under Code
B) Estate and Gift Tax Treaties

The United States has also ratified several estate and gift tax treaties. Some of these treaties contain provisions regarding charitable gift deductions. Currently, the U.S. has such treaties in effect with France, Germany, Denmark, and Sweden. They parallel the Treasury Department's 1980 Model Estate and Gift Tax Treaty, but differ in certain respects.

The Model Treaty stated that:

3. The transfer or deemed transfer of property to or for the use of a corporation or organization of one Contracting State organized and operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, literary, or educational purposes shall be exempt from tax by the other Contracting State if and to the extent that such transfer:
(a) is exempt from tax in the first-mentioned Contracting State; and
(b) would be exempt from tax in the other Contracting State if it were made to a similar corporation or organization of that other State.\(^{275}\)

The Model Treaty thus did not distinguish between U.S. citizens and residents and non-resident aliens. In this respect it differed from the Code provisions which govern the charitable deduction for non-resident aliens under both the estate and gift taxes. Code section 2106(a)(2) allows non-resident aliens to deduct only charitable bequests to U.S. organizations.\(^{276}\) Code section 2522(b)(2) similarly restricts non-resident aliens, allowing a charitable deduction only for gifts to U.S. qualifying organizations.\(^{277}\) Under the Model Treaty, in contrast, nonresident aliens are permitted to deduct donations to foreign charities.\(^{278}\)

Other than this difference, the Model Treaty did not appear to expand the Code's transfer tax provisions regarding charitable deductions. In fact, the Model Treaty did not specifically include the encouragement of art and amateur sports, or the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, as the estate and gift tax Code sections do.\(^ {279}\) The Model Treaty thus did not augment the individual's ability to give or bequeath money to foreign charitable organizations.

The estate and gift tax treaties with Denmark\(^ {280}\) and Sweden\(^ {281}\) include the same or similar language as the Model Treaty. However, the treaty with France includes an additional provision requiring that the organization receive a substantial part of its support from contributions from the public or governmental funds.\(^ {282}\) The Senate Foreign Relations Committee explained that in computing the French tax this provision barred deductions for contributions to a private foundation, even if the contribution would be deductible under U.S. law.\(^ {283}\) However, under the Code, U.S. donors may receive a deduction for contributions to French organizations which do not receive substantial public or governmental funds.

In addition, the French treaty specifies that transfers to a lodge system to be used within the United States. The estate tax code provision also contains this restriction. I.R.C. § 2055(a)(3).\(^ {286}\)

\(^{275}\) Treasury Department's Model Estate and Gift Tax Treaty of November 20, 1980 ("Model Treaty"), art. 8, para. 3, reprinted in 1 Tax Treaty (CCH) ¶ 10555 (1990). The U.S. recently withdrew the Model Treaty; a new one is expected to be issued shortly.

\(^{276}\) I.R.C. § 2106(a)(2).

\(^{277}\) I.R.C. § 2522(b). Treas. Reg. 25.2522(b)-1(c)(2) also requires gifts to any trust, community chest, fund or foundation, or a fraternal society, order or association operating under the
Contracting State or a political or administrative subdivision thereof are not deductible unless specifically limited to a religious, charitable, scientific, literary or educational purpose. This parallels the U.S. requirement that gifts to foreign political subdivisions must be limited specifically to charitable purposes.

The United States-Germany treaty provision differs only in that it allows deductions for donations to organizations which have "religious, charitable, scientific, or public purposes, or to a public body of a Contracting State to be used for such purposes." This implies that the treaty with Germany allows donations to German political subdivisions more expansively than the Code allows. However, neither the Technical Explanation nor the Senate Foreign Relations Committee Report draws this distinction. It thus seems likely that the drafters intended this provision to signify what the Model Treaty signifies; the Senate Foreign Relations Committee Report noted that "A similar exemption is contained in the U.S. model treaty."

Finally, the 1995 proposed Protocol to the Canada Treaty addresses estate tax deductions for charitable bequests. The Protocol provides that if the property of a resident of one Contracting State passes to an exempt organization in the other Contracting State, each State shall accord the same death tax treatment that it would have accorded if the organization had been a resident of the first Contracting State. Thus, it too parallels the estate tax Code provisions and the Model Treaty, although it does not replicate either.

C) Conclusion

The United States has income tax treaties in effect with some 60 countries. However, only the conventions discussed here, Canada, Mexico, and Israel, contain provisions regarding charitable deductions. The rest do not alter restrictions on cross-border charitable giving contained in the Code. The estate and gift tax treaties similarly follow the Code provisions. Thus, except for Canada, Mexico, and Israel, the estate and gift tax treaties reflect a policy which seems to give taxpayers an incentive to wait until after death to donate money to foreign charities, as does the Code itself.

The income tax treaties raise a crucial issue: how should we determine whether a foreign charitable organization is in fact equivalent to a U.S. organization qualified under the Code? The Mexico treaty exemplifies one possible mechanism: require the foreign country to promulgate laws equivalent to the U.S. Code provisions which regulate exempt organizations. However, this method may not suffice to ensure that deductions are denied for contributions to foreign organizations which counter U.S. public policy considerations. Thus, perhaps a more stringent test must be created, requiring equivalent statutory provisions and also compliance with certain anti-discrimination provisions. On the other hand, such a requirement could be seen as an imposition of American values on other countries.

It is also difficult to forecast how these treaty provisions will actually influence charitable activity. All the income tax treaties impose percentage limitations based on foreign source income; since few individuals have substantial foreign source income, it seems unlikely that many will even qualify for the deduction. Thus, in order to create incentives for international gift-giving, perhaps these percentage limitations should be removed.

Finally, it is unclear whether Congress will continue to ratify treaties which counter the restrictions contained in the Code, as it did in the Mexico Treaty, or whether it will reserve regarding the charitable

---

294 id., art. 10, para. 3.


297 Proposed Canada Protocol, art. 19, 1 Tax Treaty (CCH) ¶ 21,043.

298 id.

299 See supra text accompanying note 103.

300 However, these treaties may provide significant incentives for U.S. corporations with foreign source income.
deduction provisions, as it did in the Brazil Treaty. One author has argued that such provisions appear to discriminate among the world's charities for political reasons, and that therefore either a world tax treaty or domestic legislation should be adopted that would uniformly recognize the deductibility of contributions to foreign charities. Such a concern is valid: the treaties do allow U.S. citizens to receive a charitable deduction for donations to organizations in Canada, Mexico, and Israel only, and could create the appearance of favoring these countries over others. Thus, perhaps the United States should consider either expanding the opportunity for charitable deductions for donations to all organizations, regardless of country of origin, or contracting it, in order to treat all nations alike. On the other hand, given the current political climate, it seems unlikely that Congress will act in a way which would decrease the country's tax revenues. Given the unwillingness already expressed by Congress to allow charitable deductions by treaty, it seems unlikely that treaties with additional countries will include charitable deduction provisions like those discussed here.

VII) Non-tax Restrictions on Charitable Giving

There are three non-tax statutory frameworks under which donations made to foreign recipients can be limited. One of these regimes, based on various sections of the Export Administration Act (EAA) and its Amendments, provides the framework for the general regulation of exports. The second regime consists of the "emergency acts" the Trading with the Enemy Act (TWEA) and the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA). Additionally, under the U.N. Participation Act of 1945, U.S. persons are subject to any U.N. mandates which restrict donations.

In general, the restrictive powers granted to the President under the emergency acts are more powerful than those found in the EAA and the powers under the U.N. act are broader than both the emergency acts and the EAA. Donations of money may not be regulated or prohibited by the EAA. Additionally, the EAAs' ability to regulate or prohibit donations of articles is rather limited because goods designed to meet basic human needs can be donated anywhere as long as certain procedures are followed. The United Nations Participation Act permits the regulation or prohibition of any transactions -- including the donation of money and goods -- but only if mandated by the United Nations Security Council. The IEEPA permits the regulation or prohibition of donations of money to foreign recipients whenever a national emergency has been declared, but only allows donations of certain articles to be regulated or prohibited when additional determinations have been made by the President as to the threat such donations would pose to United States interests. Regulations under the IEEPA are currently in effect with respect to Angola, Haiti, Iran, Iraq, Libya, and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The TWEA permits the regulation or prohibition of donations of both money and articles. However, the TWEA currently only applies to North Korea, Cambodia, and Cuba, and in the future may only be invoked in the event of a war.

---


292 See infra Appendix.

293 In addition to these regimes, there are other laws which restrict the sending of particular goods to foreign countries. See, eg, the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2011-2230 (1991), the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act, 22 U.S.C. §§ 3301-3282 (West 1991), and the Arms Export Control Act, 22 U.S.C. § 2751 (West 1994). Additionally, as the now repealed Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, 22 U.S.C. §§ 5001-5117 (West 1990), demonstrates, restrictions can be imposed in regard to specific countries.


VIII) Conclusion

As discussed above, the Code provisions and the implementing regulations governing international charitable giving appear to be inconsistent in several ways:

1) Unless a treaty provision states to the contrary, individuals forego the charitable deduction if they contribute directly to foreign organizations. However, individuals may contribute to a domestic organization which uses the funds abroad. Thus, to receive the charitable deduction, individuals may contribute to a "friends of" organization, but not to the organization "befriended." Treaties augment this inconsistency by allowing individuals to receive a deduction for direct charitable activity in certain countries, which the Code would otherwise prohibit.

2) On the other hand, under the estate and gift tax regime, individuals may receive charitable deductions for direct contributions to foreign organizations. However, the estate and gift tax provisions are not consistent with each other in the deductions they allow.

3) Corporations may not contribute directly to a foreign charity, or even to a domestic trust, chest, fund, or foundation which uses the funds abroad. But a corporation may donate money to a domestic corporate charity which uses the funds abroad. In addition, treaties allow corporations to receive deductions for direct contributions to foreign charities.

4) Public charities may fund foreign charitable projects as long as the charities exercise sufficient control and discretion over the funds. Although private foundations also may fund foreign projects, and Revenue Procedure 92-94 facilitates the process they must satisfy more stringent charitable purpose requirements than public charities. Yet, it is far from clear that public charities are in fact more reliable than private foundations.

Given the confused statutory framework, compounded by an unclear legislative purpose, the regulations can be best understood as an attempt by the Service to develop a regulatory scheme that allows cross-border charitable giving as long as the gift is made for a charitable purpose. Thus, the regulations have some substantive effect, despite their many inconsistencies and their seemingly formalistic approach.

For example, the earmarking and conduit restrictions, which apply to individuals, corporations, and tax-exempt organizations, attempt to prevent the taxpayer from receiving a deduction for a donation to an organization which appears charitable in the tax return but in reality is not. Similarly, Revenue Procedure 92-94 creates a means by which foundations can determine that a foreign grantee has a charitable purpose. Finally, "friends of" organizations provide the Service with some limited assurance that the organization assisted is charitable by creating, to some extent, a U.S. administrative review of the ultimate recipient of the funds.

Improvements to the statute could only help the Service implement consistent and rational rules. Congress should recognize that the government burden theory does not adequately justify the current treatment of charitable contributions. It therefore should amend the statute with clear policies in mind, in order to avert the inadequacies of previous legislation. While Congress could choose to eliminate the deduction for foreign contributions altogether, such a decision appears shortsighted. Eliminating the deduction might create some additional revenues and would end the administrative burdens on the Service that the deduction creates. Since Americans currently appear to be focused on domestic problems in particular, this policy might not meet significant resistance, although the outcry over the foreign tax credit allocation regulations suggests otherwise.

On the other hand, the end of the Cold War, the development of communications technology, and the "globalization" of the economy all contribute to a more integrated international landscape. Americans now receive more information about international events than ever before and may be more involved with foreign affairs, personally or commercially. They may also develop a greater interest in charitable activity abroad. Furthermore, U.S. foreign policy involves tremendous amounts of financial aid to foreign countries. Helping taxpayers participate in this process benefits the United States as a whole, in both public perception and actual policy. Thus, it seems that the United States will benefit more from facilitating cross-border charitable giving than it will from discouraging it.

299 See Dale, supra note 33.
Congress should revise Code section 170(c)(2)(A) to eliminate the geographic restriction on giving, but still require some determination of the foreign donee's charitable status. The donor should not bear the burden of proof for this determination. Such a burden will surely deter charitable contributions. Congress could simply require foreign charities to qualify under Code section 501(c)(3) in order for contributions to them to be deductible. However, this places a great burden on the foreign organization. An independent nonprofit organization could be created specifically to facilitate the determination of the charitable status of foreign organizations. The organization could assist donors and donees with the process of assessing the foreign organization's status.

Congress should also revise the last paragraph of section 170(c)(2) to allow corporations to give to a trust, chest, fund, or foundation as well as to a corporation which uses the funds abroad. Revenue Procedure 92-94's guidelines should be extended to corporations, allowing them to donate directly to foreign organizations provided they obtain the appropriate affidavit and proof of status. Revenue Procedure 92-94 also could be extended to public charities, thereby avoiding confusion regarding the requirements necessary to satisfy the "sufficient discretion and control" test and creating greater uniformity in the regulations governing public charities and private foundations.

Congress should also revise the estate and gift tax provisions to make them consistent with each other. Congress must decide whether these provisions should conform to the scheme used by the income tax provisions. Finally, Congress should consider whether to apply the system of donee status determination to treaties as well, or whether the Mexico Treaty method of requiring equivalent laws will suffice to ensure a charitable donee.

If Congress does decide to make such changes to the Code, it should also consider prohibiting deductions for charitable gifts to organizations which violate fundamental U.S. public policies, such as organizations which discriminate based on race. It is unrealistic, and probably impossible, to ascertain every such violation. However, in the process of making Revenue Procedure 92-94's "good faith" determination of charitable status, perhaps a similar determination could be made on issues of discrimination. Of course, Congress must strike a balance between upholding U.S. public policy and imposing U.S. values and morals on other cultures.
President is required to report to Congress every six months regarding the status of any emergency under which the authorities of the IEEPA are invoked. Additionally, the national emergency must be continued by the President each year or it will automatically terminate, although the President may still be able to exercise some of the authorities granted by the IEEPA despite the termination. Currently, emergencies exist under the IEEPA with respect to the proliferation of chemical and biological weapons, and with respect to the following countries: Angola, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), Iran, Libya, and Iraq. The national substantial part outside the United States, to the national security, foreign policy, or economy of the United States, if the President declares a national emergency with respect to such threat." 50 U.S.C.A. § 1701(a) (West 1991).


305 Within 90 days prior to the anniversary date of the declaration of an emergency, the President must publish a notice in the Federal Register stating that such emergency is to continue. National Emergencies Act, 50 U.S.C.A. § 1622(d) (West 1991).


307 The emergency was initially declared on November 16, 1990, in Exec. Order No. 12,735. The notice extending the emergency beyond November 16, 1993 was published by President Clinton on November 12, 1993. 58 Fed. Reg. 60,361. This emergency was most recently extended on November 16, 1994. 59 Fed. Reg. 59,099 (1994). Under the National Emergency Act, declarations of national emergencies are valid for one year from the date of declaration, unless terminated before then or extended again within 90 days of that date. 50 U.S.C.A. § 1622(d) (West 1991).

A similar national emergency was declared by President Clinton on September 30, 1993, Exec. Order No. 12,686, 58 Fed. Reg. 51,749 (1993) in regard to the "proliferation of nuclear, biological and chemical weapons and the means of delivering such weapons." The national emergency was declared under both the IEEPA and the EAA; the declaration gives the Secretary of Commerce the authority to issue regulations.

308 The emergency was declared in Exec. Order No. 12,865, 58 Fed. Reg. 51,005 (Sept. 26, 1993). The declaration only prohibits the sale or supply of arms and related material, military vehicles and petroleum products to UNITA or to territory of Angola other than through points of entry designated by the Secretary of the Treasury. Id.

emergency declared with respect to Haiti in 1991 was terminated by executive order on October 14, 1994.\footnote{54,177 (1994). In December 1995, certain sanctions were suspended as part of the U.S.-brokered peace agreement reached by the presidents of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia & Montenegro), the Republic of Bosnia, and the Republic of Croatia. However, Executive Orders 12808 and 12934 remain in effect. Pres. Determination No. 96-7, 60 Fed. Reg. 22887 (1995). In January 1996, OFAC authorized prospectively all transactions previously prohibited with respect to the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia & Montenegro), although assets previously blocked remain blocked. 61 Fed. Reg. 1,282 (1996).}

Once triggered, the IEEPA gives the President the authority to:

\[\text{[Investigate, regulate, direct and compel, nullify, void, prevent or prohibit, any acquisition, holding, withholding, use, transfer, withdrawal, transportation, importation or exportation of, or dealing in, or exercising any right, power, or privilege with respect to, or transactions involving, any property in which any foreign country or a national thereof has any interest, by any person, or with respect to any property, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.}\]


The Department of the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) promulgates rules under the IEEPA.

Based on the fear that while "monetary contributions may be intended to serve humanitarian purposes ..., the person making the contribution has no control over the end use of the funds," all monetary contributions may be prohibited. However, authority under the IEEPA is limited with regard to the donation of articles which are intended to relieve human suffering. Under the IEEPA, in order to restrict the donation of these articles, the President must make additional determinations as to the threat such donations would pose to the U.S.\footnote{315 S. REP. NO. 95-466, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 5 (1977) reprinted in 1977 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4,540, 4,544.}

To date, no such determinations have been made.

This exception is only as broad as the definition of "articles intended to relieve human suffering." No explicit definition is given in the statute, although the legislative history provides that donated articles should be presumed to be intended to relieve human suffering when that is the stated intention of the donor and when the articles might reasonably be expected to serve that end.\footnote{316 Section 1702(b) states:}

\begin{quote}
The authority granted to the President by this section does not include the authority to regulate or prohibit, directly or indirectly (1) donations, by persons subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, of articles, such as food, clothing, and medicine, intended to be used to relieve human suffering, except to the extent that the President determines that such donations (A) would seriously impair his ability to deal with any national emergency declared under section 1701 of this title; (B) are in response to coercion against the proposed recipient or donor; or (C) would endanger Armed Forces of the United States which are engaged in hostilities or are in a situation where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances ... 50 USCA. § 1702(b)(XWest 1991).}


Thus, unless the President makes the required additional determinations, donations of articles which the donor intends to relieve human suffering and which can reasonably be expected to do so cannot
be regulated or prohibited under the IEEPA. The only relevant case on this subject agrees:

The meaning of section 1702(b)(2), when illuminated by its legislative history, is clear. The President has no authority to regulate or prohibit, directly or indirectly, donations by persons subject to the jurisdiction of the United States of articles, as distinguished from funds, which the donor intends to be used to relieve human suffering if the articles can reasonably be expected to serve that purpose.321

Furthermore, the court in that case found that OFAC could not issue regulations restricting donations or requiring prior licenses in order to make such donations, unless the additional determinations had been made by the President.319 The court implied that the vehicles that the plaintiffs intended to donate to the people of Nicaragua were likely to be valid donations intended to relieve human suffering, unless they could not reasonably be expected to achieve that purpose.320

In general, the regulations issued under the IEEPA specifically exempt donations intended to relieve human suffering. The Haitian regulations provide:

Except as otherwise authorized, no goods, technology . . . or services may be exported from the United States, either directly or indirectly, to Haiti, except (a) publications and other informational materials, (b) donations of articles intended to relieve human suffering, such as food, clothing, medicine and medical supplies, and (c) rice, beans, sugar, wheat flour, and cooking oil.321

The Libyan Sanctions Regulations contain similar language.322 The Iranian Transactions Regulations do not prohibit exports of goods to Iran, but apply only to transactions involving property in which Iranian entities have an interest323 or with respect to securities registered or inscribed in the name of Iran.324 The regulations with respect to Iraq and Yugoslavia do restrict donations of goods intended to relieve human suffering.325

B) The Trading With the Enemy Act

The two main purposes of the Trading with the Enemy Act (TWEA) are to protect national security and to aid the successful prosecution of war.326 The TWEA was formerly activated during times of war and in times of national emergency, as declared by the President. However, in 1977 the TWEA was amended so that it now only applies in times of war.327 At the same time, Congress also decided to maintain the TWEA's applicability with respect to those countries to which it applied in 1977. Each year, the President must issue a determination to continue the exercise of his authorities or the authorities exercised

319 Id. at 1430-31.
320 Id. at 1432. The court did not specifically rule as to whether the vehicles qualified as donations to relieve human suffering since most of the original convoy had already crossed the border. Instead, the court issued a more general declaratory judgment interpreting § 1702(b)(2).
322 "Except as authorized, no goods, technology . . . or services may be exported to Libya from the United States, except publications and donated articles intended to relieve human suffering, such as food, clothing, medicine and medical supplies intended strictly for medical purposes" 31 C.F.R. § 550.202 (1993).
325 This authority has been delegated by the President to the Department of Treasury under the U.N. Participation Act of 1945. See infra text accompanying notes 363-369.
327 Under the TWEA, war is deemed to begin at "midnight ending the day on which Congress has declared or shall declare war or the existence of a state of war." War is deemed to end on "the date of proclamation of exchange of ratifications of the treaty of peace, unless the President shall, by proclamation, declare a prior date . . . ." 50 U.S.C.A. App. § 2 (West 1990).
with respect to the specific country will automatically expire.\footnote{28} Despite the absence of a declared war between the U.S. and Cambodia, Cuba, and North Korea, the TWEA still governs transactions with these countries.\footnote{29}

The regulations governing the countries covered by the TWEA are based on President Truman's declaration of a state of national emergency. The language in that declaration emphasized the need for the United States to protect against

world conquest by communist imperialism. . . . [For if that were to occur], the people of this country would no longer enjoy the full and rich life they have with God's help built for themselves and their children. . . . [The] increasing menace of the forces of communist aggression require[d] that the national defense of the U.S. be strengthened as speedily as possible . . . to the end that we may be able to repel any and all threats against our national security and to fulfill our responsibilities in the efforts being made through the United Nations and otherwise to bring about lasting peace.\footnote{30}

The passage of the Joint Resolution of March 3, 1921, -- which declared that acts of Congress passed during World War I should be construed as though the War had ended and that the then present or existing emergency had expired -- had no effect on the TWEA, which had been passed four years earlier. The TWEA was expressly excepted from the Joint Resolution's operation and effect.\footnote{31}

The powers given to the President under the TWEA are essentially the same as those given by the IEEPA.\footnote{32} Also, as with the IEEPA, OFAC promulgates regulations prohibiting or regulating various specific transactions with regard to the countries involved. Similarly, the Secretary of Commerce is also authorized to promulgate regulations and to take other necessary steps to enforce the TWEA.\footnote{33}

As discussed above with respect to section 1702(a) of the IEEPA, the authorities granted by section 5(b) of the TWEA are broad and potentially can be used to prohibit or regulate donations. Furthermore, the power to regulate or prohibit donations under the TWEA is not as clearly limited as it is under the IEEPA. Section 38 of the TWEA allows for donations of articles "intended to be used solely to relieve human suffering" to be made to any person in any country with which the U.S. is at war once the hostilities cease.\footnote{34} Although this language will likely apply to those countries that become subject to the TWEA in the future by virtue of a war with the United States, it arguably does not apply to those countries which currently fall under the TWEA by virtue of a national emergency. War can be read as a prerequisite for the applicability of section 38, as can the "cessation of hostilities."\footnote{35} These two elements are not present with regard to the states of emergency that have been relied on for the current TWEA countries.

Support for this narrow reading of section 38 can be found in \textit{Welch v. Kennedy}, which accepted as valid the restrictions placed on donations intended to finance the purchase of medical supplies to be

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{31} 50 U.S.C.A. App. Prec. § 1, References and Annotations.
\item \footnote{32} Additional powers are given in the TWEA which allow the President to vest property.
\item \footnote{33} 50 U.S.C.A. App. § 16 (West 1990).
\item \footnote{34} 50 U.S.C.A. App. § 38(a) (West 1990).
\item \footnote{35} "The term 'date of cessation of hostilities' shall mean the date specified by proclamation of the President or by a concurrent resolution of the two Houses of Congress, whichever is the earlier." 50 U.S.C.A. App. § 38(b)(5) (West 1990).
\end{itemize}
sent to Vietnam.\textsuperscript{336} Faced with the plaintiffs' claim that the TWEA was never intended to authorize the regulation of humanitarian medical relief to foreign nations, the \textit{Welch} court found that:

Such an interpretation would be inconsistent with the broad purpose of the Act, which was to give the President full power to conduct economic warfare against belligerent nations in time of war or national emergency. \ldots The history of administration under the Act evidences no understanding that contributions for the purchase of medical supplies are outside its terms, but rather reflects a flexible use of the delegated power to meet the exigencies of varying circumstances.\textsuperscript{337}

While this case was on appeal, the hostilities between the United States and Vietnam were terminated.\textsuperscript{338} Subsequently, OFAC permitted plaintiffs' donation. While agreeing that the issue was moot, the court recognized OFAC's power to limit future donations, presumably despite the cessation of hostilities:

We realize, too, that applications for licenses to transmit funds to North Vietnam will hereafter be granted or denied on the basis of factors individually involved, that conceivably the ban which appellant contested might eventually be restored, and that in either event appellant could again face the problem which precipitated his suit should he ever again seek to send a contribution to that country.\textsuperscript{339}

Consequently, it appears that donations can be regulated or prohibited under the TWEA with respect to those countries grandfathered under it. While section 38 was never discussed in \textit{Welch}, that silence might suggest that it was deemed not applicable.

Additionally, the fact that restrictions on donations to the grandfathered countries may not currently exist (or may be relatively weak) does not prevent such restrictions from being instituted under the TWEA in the future.\textsuperscript{340} As long as the annual restatement of the TWEA's application has been made, new regulations can be implemented to the full extent of the TWEA,\textsuperscript{341} except with regard to Cuba in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{342}

II) Export Administration Act

The Export Administration Act applies at all times. The regulations under this act are promulgated and administered by the

\textsuperscript{336} Plaintiff was denied a license to send $2,000 to the Canadian Friends Service Committee, a Canadian organization which was to use the money to provide medical supplies to Vietnam. Additionally, a $25 check that plaintiff sent to the organization was blocked by the Treasury Department. \textit{Welch} v. Kennedy, 319 F. Supp. 945, 946 (D.D.C. 1970), remanded sub nom. \textit{Welch} v. Schultz, 482 F.2d 780 (D.C. Cir. 1973), vacated as moot sub nom. \textit{Welch} v. Simon, 498 F.2d 1060 (D.C. Cir. 1974).


\textsuperscript{338} \textit{Welch} v. Schultz, 482 F.2d 780, 782 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

\textsuperscript{339} \textit{Welch} v. Simon, 498 F.2d 1060, 1062 (D.C. Cir. 1974).

\textsuperscript{340} Current regulations prohibit the "exportation of securities, currency, checks, drafts and promissory notes" to North Korea, Cambodia, and Cuba, unless a license has been granted. 31 C.F.R. §§ 500.405 (1993) and 31 C.F.R. § 515.405 (1993). Other regulations deal specifically with the sending of humanitarian aid to Vietnam. However, given President Clinton's recent end of the trade embargo, these may now be moot. 31 C.F.R. §§ 500.572 and 500.573 (1993). There are no other regulations which deal specifically with the sending of humanitarian aid to the other TWEA countries.

\textsuperscript{341} \textit{Regan} v. \textit{Wald}, 468 U.S. 222 (1984) ("And neither the legislative history nor the apparent purpose of the 1977 Act sufficiently supports the contrary contention that what Congress actually intended, despite the statutory language, was to freeze existing restrictions, so that any adjustment of pending embargoes would require the declaration of a new 'national emergency' under the procedures of EEPA").

\textsuperscript{342} The Cuban Democracy Act of 1992, 22 USC.A. §§ 6001-6010 (West Supp. 1993) states that some of its provisions apply "notwithstanding any other provision of law and notwithstanding the exercise of the executive authorities under section 5(b) of the [TWEA], the EEPA, or the EAR" Id. at § 6004(a). One such provision absolutely prohibits the restriction of donations of food to nongovernmental organizations or individuals in Cuba and another prohibits the restriction of exports of medicines or medical supplies, instruments or equipment to Cuba unless certain exceptions apply. Id. at § 6004(b), (c). Additionally, there must be a reasonable likelihood that the items shipped will not be used for torture or other human rights abuses, or reexported. Id. at § 6005.
The EAA does not seem to permit the regulation or control of the export of money (except to the extent that the money in question is export financing). The EAA does allow for restrictions on the export of "goods" and "technology." Since both the emergency acts (administered by the Department of Treasury) and the EAA (administered by the Department of Commerce) can potentially apply at the same time, confusion could result over the licensing that each requires for export. However, in order to avoid duplicative licensing responsibilities, Treasury and Commerce generally reach agreement on which authority will issue licenses. In cases where Treasury issues licenses, Commerce recognizes them as having been granted under the EAA.

The language of § 2414(b) strongly suggests that the section was designed to help implement export controls under the EAA, and that it was not intended to be an independent authority to control international payments or other financial transactions.


Barry Carter stands by his conclusion despite President Carter's EAA-based restriction on the sending of money to the Soviet Union in support of the Olympics. Although the arguably broad use of § 2414(b) for the Olympics may be a precedent, the section's clear statutory language and legislative history militate against attempts to use the section to restrict private credit that is not connected with controls on the export of goods and technology. Id. at 148.

The term "good" is defined as "any article, natural or manmade substance, material, supply or manufactured product, including inspection and test equipment, and excluding technical data." 50 U.S.C.A. App. § 2419(3) (West 1991). The term "technology" is defined as "information and know-how that can be used to design, produce, manufacture, utilize, or reconstruct goods, including computer software and technical data, but not the goods themselves." 50 U.S.C.A. App. § 2415(e) (West 1991).

Foreign policy export controls are not authorized for medicine or medical supplies or with regard to donations of goods (including, but not limited to, food, educational materials, seeds and hand tools, medicines and medical supplies, water resources equipment, clothing and shelter materials, and basic household supplies) that are intended to meet basic human needs.

Basic human needs are defined as "those requirements essential to individual well being: health, food, clothing, shelter, and education." Controls may be placed on these articles only when the President submits to Congress a determination that such controls are necessary and only if a law is enacted authorizing the imposition of these controls. Additionally, export controls may not be placed on medical instruments and equipment for national security reasons. There are no other explicit statutory limits on the use of export controls with regard to the donation of articles.
however, the nature of the economic and national security restrictions may themselves negate any potential for placing restrictions on donations unless the articles intended to be donated are "scarce" and their donation will have a "serious adverse impact on the economy," they likely will not fall within the scope of authorized economic export controls. Similarly, unless the articles intended to be donated would "make a significant contribution to the military potential of any other country or combination of countries which would prove detrimental to the national security" of the U.S., they will not fall within the scope of the national security export controls.

Bearing this in mind, the regulations issued under the EAA make little mention of donations. An exception is the regulation which establishes a "Humanitarian License Procedure." This regulation, which appears to apply to all export controls regardless of the reason for which they were imposed, outlines the procedure for obtaining a valid license to send donations of articles intended to meet basic human needs. When the regulation was introduced, it was noted that in practice it is only relevant for shipments to embargoed destinations since "shipments of such items to other destinations do not require individual validated licenses." Only if the articles are of a type ordinarily restricted or are aimed to countries subject to an embargo must a donee receive a license.

Under the Humanitarian License Procedure, two-year licenses are granted, enabling donations of articles to be sent to embargoed countries as long as those donations are intended to meet basic human needs and are provided free of charge and are monitored to "alert the donor if goods are being diverted." Based on the court's reasoning in Veterans Peace Convoy, an argument can be made that these procedural rulings are invalid. The EAA states that foreign policy export controls are not authorized on goods intended to meet basic human needs: the procedure required by the regulation can be viewed as an export control and thus an overstepping of the boundaries created by Congress.

Where applicable, regulations issued by OFAC must be also be followed even when those issued by the Commerce Department are fulfilled. Although an export may be authorized under the Humanitarian License, exporters should confirm with the Department of the Treasury that a particular export meets the exceptions.

---

553 Additionally, the articles intended to be donated must run afoul of both the list of controlled countries, 50 U.S.C.A. app. § 2404(b) (West 1991), and the control list of goods and technologies, 50 U.S.C.A. app. § 2404(c) (West 1991), in order to fall within the national security export controls.

556 Goods deemed ineligible for the humanitarian license procedure include: "commodities controlled for national security, nuclear non-proliferation or crime control reasons . . . communications intercepting devices . . . [and] items controlled for export as hazardous goods or substances . . ." 15 C.F.R. § 7735(c) (1992).
delineated under the Treasury regulations for that particular country. Cambodia, for example, is no longer an embargoed country. However, because it is covered by the TWEA and the regulations promulgated by OFAC, commercial transactions with Cambodia remain restricted. Thus, the general rule is that Treasury regulations override Commerce regulations in dealings with countries under the TWEA, since the former are issued pursuant to presidential declarations of national emergencies.

III) United Nations Participation Act

Section 287c of the United Nations Participation Act of 1945 gives broad powers to the President to impose economic restrictions. Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law, whenever the United States is called upon by the Security Council to apply measures which said Council has decided...are to be employed to give effect to its decisions..., the President may, to the extent necessary...investigate, regulate, or prohibit, in whole or in part, economic relations or rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication between any foreign country or any national thereof or any person therein and the United States or any person subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or involving any property subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

Based on this sweeping power, the President has the power to restrict donations of both money and goods when the Security Council so mandates.

On its face, section 287c expands the President's authorities beyond those given in any other law, including the IEEPA, the TWEA, and the EAA. The regulations issued regarding the sending of humanitarian aid to both Iraq and The Federation of Yugoslavia illustrate this enhanced power. The regulations regarding the sending of humanitarian aid to both countries contain language which is more restrictive than would be permissible under the IEEPA. The IEEPA could not authorize restrictions on the donation of articles intended to relieve human suffering unless the required determinations were made by the President. However, the regulations under the U.N Participation Act contain rather specific restrictions with respect to the donation of both food intended to relieve human suffering and medical supplies. The Iraqi Sanctions Regulations provide:

Except as otherwise authorized, no goods, technology...or services may be exported from the United States, or, if subject to U.S. jurisdiction, exported or reexported from a third country to Iraq, to any entity owned or controlled by the Government of Iraq, or to any entity operated from Iraq, except donated foodstuffs in humanitarian circumstances, and donated supplies intended strictly for medical purposes, the exportation of which has been specifically licensed pursuant to sections 575.507, 575.517 or 575.518.

The regulations with respect to the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia & Montenegro) are even more involved. Specific licenses may be issued on a case-by-case basis to permit exportation of donated food

mandates which limit donations may impose procedural restrictions rather than absolute prohibitions.


367 31 C.F.R. § 575.209 (1993). Such restrictions were deemed invalid under the IEEPA in Veterans for Peace, 722 F. Supp. 1425, see supra text accompanying notes 315-325.
intended to relieve human suffering\textsuperscript{368} and donated supplies intended strictly for medical purposes.\textsuperscript{369} Such licenses will only be granted if the goods are provided in accordance with United Nations Security Council Resolutions in order to ensure that such donations reach the intended beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{370} Specific licenses must also be issued for humanitarian aid to United Nations Protected Areas of Croatia and Serb-controlled areas of Bosnia-Herzegovina.\textsuperscript{371}

\textsuperscript{3} Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) Sanctions Regulations. 31 C.F.R. § 585.521(a) (1993).

\textsuperscript{2} 31 C.F.R. § 585.522(a) (1993).

\textsuperscript{1} 31 C.F.R. §§ 585.521(b), 585.522(b) (1993).

\textsuperscript{1} 31 C.F.R. § 585.525 (1993).